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Technical analysis, or charting, refers to the study of a mar-
ket's past prices, rather than the study of the supply and demand 
factors which influence the price of a commodity. This study examines 
soybean prices, however the results are applicable to any grain com-
modity. 
Volatility of Commodity Prices 
A review of price history shows agricultural commodity prices 
significantly increased in 1973, compared to previous years. Since then 
prices have fluctuated greatly. Figure 1 shows the price range of 
Chicago cash #1 yellow soybeans for recent calendar years. 1 The average 
difference between selling at the highest and lowest prices each year, 
in the seven years prior to 1973 was 72¢. From 1974 to 1980, the 
average difference increased to $3.17. 
Statement of the Problem 
The increased price volatility of the past decade has increased 
the importance of producer marketing strategies. With wide price 
ranges, producers now have more monetary incentive to attempt to store 
when prices are low, and incentive to attempt to sell when prices are 
high, than when price ranges were relatively narrow. Many farmers are 
seeking professional marketing advice, in attempts to improve their 
marketing infonnation. A recent survey indicated that over 57 percent 
of farmers with sales over $100,000 subscribed to at least one market 
2 
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advisory service. 2 This professional advice often includes technical 
analysis. 
However, from the producers' perspective, the benefits and 
gains, and the problems and drawbacks of charting, have not been ade-
quately studied. Few studies have considered the implications of pro-
ducers dealing with both the futures market and the cash market . This 
study deals with this important distinction. 
Despite a lack of evidence, farmers are paying to receive 
technical analysis. from experts. One farmer oriented, professional 
charting service implies that using their charts will improve one's 
trading proficiency by 10%-20%.3 Left unanswered is what benefit this 
is to a grain farmer who sells only two or three times per year. 
Other charting services make unsupported claims, too. One 
advertisement stated, "Oats are very nice to trade technically. This 
commodity always goes where it is projected to go--even if only for one 
trade. u4 
Objectives of this Study 
The purpose of the study was to evaluate the usefulness of 
technical analysis for farmers, not futures market speculators. 
3 
A major objective of this study was to examine the cash market 
prices that would have been paid or received if cash transactions had 
been made when futures market price charts signa 1 ed to buy or se 11 .- The 
short-run forecasting accuracy of price chart formations was also 
analyzed. 
4 
A second major objective was to anlayze the results of three 
producer marketing strategies which use technical analysis. The first 
strategy compared hedging for short periods, to selling in the cash 
market. The goal of this test was to find the effective annual interest 
rate that a producer could obtain by hedging under certain conditions. 
The second strategy tested was graphing of the basis with moving 
averages. As the basis changed, the moving averages changed, causing 
buy and sell signals. The objective of this test was to evaluate the 
prices paid and received from this strategy's signals, compared to the 
overall average price. 
The third strategy tested the usefulness of selective hedging. 
The objective was to evaluate the benefits and risks of selective 
hedging for producers. 
Speculating Versus Selective Hedging 
A number of previous studies (to be discussed later) have 
utilized technical analysis to determine when a speculator should buy or 
sell in the futures market. In these studies, a hypothetical speculator 
takes a short position (bets the market price will drop) whenever a 
chart indicates the start of a down-trend. When the charts indicate the 
start of a price up-trend, the short position is closed out, and a new 
long position (bets the market price will increase) is taken. Thus, the 
speculator can gain from both price rises and price falls. 
The farmer who selectively hedges also takes short positons in 
the futures market when the charts indicate the start of a down-trend. 
However, when an up-trend is signaled, the only action taken is the 
5 
canceling of the short position. No long position in the futures 
market is ever taken. Since the farmer has the commodity in storage (or 
is currently producing it), the short position can be considered a 
hedge. The selective hedger can only gain by falling futures market 
prices, because the hedger does not have an active positon in the market 
when futures prices are rising. 
At some point the selective hedger must close out the short 
position, and sell in the cash market. Gains from selective hedging 
during a falling futures market can be offset by falling cash prices. 
But if the futures market's price rises and falls several times, the 
gain from hedging can be substantial. Figure 2 indicates a hypothetical 
case where selective hedging was profitable. 
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FIGURE 2. An Example of Selective Hedging 
Date Cash Marl<et · Futures Marl<et · · Action · Gain 
Oct. 1 $6.00 $7.50 Hedge 
prices decline 
Dec. 15 5.10 6.00 Cancel Hedge $1.50 
prices rise 
Feb. 1 6.00 6.80 Hedge 
prices decline 
March 15 5.50 6.00 Cancel Hedge .80 
prices rise 
May 1 6.50 6.70 Sell Cash 6.50 
Cash Revenue $8.80 
CHAPTER II 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON COMMODITY MARKETS 
Commodity Market Efficiency 
Perfect markets. Economic texts often refer to agricultural com-
modity markets as being the best example of the hypothetical perfect or 
efficient market. Such a market is characterized by the instantaneous 
discounting of all market information. The arrival of new information is 
random, otherwise the information would have been discounted on a pre-
vious date. 
A price chart of a hypothetical perfect market is shown in Fig-
ure 3. Each time a new bit of information becomes known, the price level 
changes. However, all price changes occur so rapidly that no one can 
take advantage of them for profitable trading. An upward or downward 
trend is possible only if by chance there is a series of bullish or 
bearish news. 
The theory of the perfect market implies that technical analysis 
is useless. With an efficient market, price changes are a function of 
new supply and demand information, not previous prices. Price patterns 
repeat solely due to chance. Therefore, the study of price history 
(charting) is of no benefit. However, few consider any commodity market 
to be a true example of a perfect market. 
Imperfect market. In an imperfect market, price changes occur 
over a time interval, not instantaneously. Thus, future prices can be an-
ticipated by knowing the current direction of price change. Figure 4 
shows a hypothetical imperfect market. The difference between Figure 3 
and Figure 4 is that the price adjustment is faster in Figure 3. 












FIGURE 4. An Imperfect Market 
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The imperfections are due in part to commodity exchanges' own 
rules. For example, daily limits on price changes often cause delays in 
discounting major pieces of information. Other problems exist also. 
Thin markets, that is, markets with few traders, may not have proper 
discounting due to a lack of market liquidity. Many chartists respond-
ing to the same signal may cause the price to behave just as the chart-
1 
ists expected. 
The process by which information arrives at the market may also 
cause imperfections. Except for some government releases, most infer-
mation trickles into the market; news rarely becomes public knowledge 
instantly. When a few traders acquire new information prior to its 
dissemination, they can anticipate price changes more accurately than 
those traders who do not have the information. 
Despite these flaws, some corrmodi ty markets approach the pe·rfect 
market, especially when long time periods are considered. Corn, wheat, 
soybeans, and cotton are often considered fully discounted in the long-
run.2 
Price Forecasting 
Since commodity markets are imperfect markets, there is the 
possibility of consistently correctly anticipating price changes. Price 
forecasting systems generally are considered to be one of two types, 
either .. fundamental" or "technical". The distinguishing factor between 
the two is the type of data they use. Fundamental forecasting relies on 
supply and demand numbers, while technical forecasting uses futures 
contracts' price history. Many traders use both systems when making 
decisions. Together, the systems often complement each other. Long-
range predictions are most frequently done after considering the funda-
3 
mentals, while many short-range forecasts depend on charting. 
Fundamental forecasting. The fundamentalists look at a number 
of different items, including the supply/demand balance. They also 
consider if there will be enough carryover to keep the normal marke ting 
channels functioning smoothly. Other considerations include; seasonal 
and cyclical aspects of prices; relative prices among competing com-
modities; inflation, interest, and foreign exchange rates; weather 
11 
conditions i.n major producing areas; government programs; and many other 
factors. 
When attempting to forecast price changes by using fundamentals, 
one must learn about the situation before it becomes commonly known, and 
thus completely discounted. This is especially difficult for farmers, 
since as a group they are seldom the first to receive any information. 
Even if good information were available, quantifying it would be a 
difficult task. With a variety of information coming in, one would need 
to decide if the bullish news outweighed the bearish, or vice-versa. 
Fundamental predictions have several advantages. An experienced 
price forecaster can develop the skill to accurately weigh information 
obtained from established contacts and sources. Additionally, one would 
know why the price changes were occurring. 
Technical forecasting. In contrast, the technical forecaster 
studies the market's prices. One who forecasts with charts is not 
concerned with why prices change. It does not matter if there is a poor 
Russian harvest or a decrease in poultry production that caused the 
price cha.nge. All that matters to the charti.st is that the price went 
up or down. 
A chartist does not need a world-wide infonnation network. All 
12 
that is needed is an eveni.ng newspaper with futures prices i·n it, and a 
piece of graph paper. With practice, several comrnoditi·es can easily be 
charted in just minutes. Charti·sts can ignore the large amount of 
conflicting data that enters the market every day, because the value of 
these factors is reflected in the current price. Chartists beli'eve that 
by examining how pri'ces have acted in the past, they can correctly 
anticipate how ·prices will act in the future. 4 
Psychology and COJllnodity Markets 
Much of the value of successful price forecasting lies in the 
imperfections of the market. The element of psychology is one imper-
fection within the market which can never be fully corrected. 
The Milan (Italy) Stock Exchange average stock price tripled in 
1980 and ea-rly 1981, despite a "deteriorating economy, and unimpressive 
corporate results."5 When the buying euphoria ended and speculators 
began taking their profits, the prices crashed to near their old levels 
in a matter of weeks. 
Thi·s situation was not the result of normal business expec-
tations. Such a price run-up was the result of speculators being 
willing to pay more for a stock one day than the previous, with the 
"logical .. expectation that the price would be even higher .the next, due 
to other speculators' buying. 
13 
If such an extreme occurance can happen in an organized market, 
it is possible that smaller run-ups (or downs} also may frequently occur 
in othe·r111arkets. The lure of profit i·s only part of the explanation 
for such a phenomenon. Group or peer pressure often contribute to these 
situations. With specific reference to the stock market one author 
notes, 11 Wa 11 Street does not censure sudden, radi ca 1 changes ;·n opi nion. 
Quite the contrary, great pressure is placed on other professionals ... to 
• • • 116 
JOln 1n. 
The ideali·st professes that the market deals with .. reality". 
However, this reality is often ambiguous, and always volatile. Traders' 
expectations are constantly changing. This setting lends itself toward 
11 Compliance or groupthinking".
7 
Several studies have shown that group-
thinking will result in the converging of views toward a norm, even if 
the nann is wrong. 8 ' 9 Thts compliance results in a streamlining of 
opini·ons over time, and the fonnati on of trends for chartists to read. 
The psychology and emotion of the market can be quantified by 
technical analysis, since these qualitative factors tend to influence 
10 
prices in repeating patterns. An example of a repeating pattern is 
vested interest. If a group of traders buy a commodity at $6. 50, and 
then experience a price decline, their vested interest at $6.50 often 
makes them ready sellers if the price ever again reaches the $6.50 
level, so they may get out. 11 
15 
TABLE 1. CBT Soybean Futures Prices, Nov. 1977 Contract 
Lin Weighted 
Date High Low Close 3-Da~ M.A. 3-Da~ M.A. 
10-3 5.39 5.23 5.365 
10-4 5.48 5.36 5. 41 
10-5 5.475 5.34 5.35 5.3750 5.3725 
10-6 5.5275 5.385 5.48 5.4133 5.4250 
10-7 5.575 5.45 5.52 5.4500 5.4783 
10-10 5.58 5.45 5.47 5.4900 5.4833 
10-11 5.475 5.415 5.425 5.4717 5.4448 
10-12 5.40 5.295 5.31 5.4017 5.3750 
10-13 5.33 5.22 5.23 5.3217 5.2892 
10-14 5.195 5.125 5.13 5.2233 5.1933 
10-17 5.20 5.105 5.13 5.1633 5.1467 
10-18 5.195 5.135 5.18 5.1467 5.1550 
16 
TABLE 2. Calculation of Three-Day Moving Averages 
Date Close We1ght Sum Average 
Simple 
10-3 (5.365 X 1 ) = 5.365 
10-4 +(5.410 X 1 ) = 10.775 
10-5 +(5.350 X 1 ) = 16.125 16.1250/3 = 5.3750 
10-4 (5.410 X 1 ) = 5.410 
10-5 +(5.350 X 1 ) = 10.760 
10-6 +(5.480 X 1 ) = 16.240 16.240/3 = 5.4133 
Date C1ose ~eignt Sum ~verage 
Linearly Weighted 
10-3 (5.365 X 1 ) = 5.365 
10-4 +(5.410 X 2) = 16.185 
10-5 +(5.350 X 3) = 32.235 32.235/6 = 5.3725 
10-4 (5.410 X 1 ) = 5.410 
10-5 +(5.350 X 2) = 16.110 
10-6 +(5.480 X 3) = 32.550 32.550/6 = 5.4250 
17 










Several variations of moving ~verages have been devised in order 
to minimize the affect of whipsawing. One such variation. is to sub-
stitute a second moving average for the closing prices. Grain prices 
are charted most often with combination of three and ten day moving 
2 
averages. In this report, the moving average systems' notation will 
often be abbreviated; "three and ten day .. will be shortened to 11 3-10" . 
. Another variation is to linearly weight the shortest of the 
moving averages. This puts more value on the most recent prices instead 
of having equal emphasis for all. To linearly weight an average, the 
most recent day's price is multiplied by the number of days in the 
average, and the next most recent price is multiplied by one less, and 
so on. Eventually the oldest price will be multiplied by a factor of 
"one". The sum of these products is then divided by the sum of the 
weights. An example is shown in Table 2. Linear weighting is indicated 
by the presence of a lower case w. A linearly weighted three day moving 
average used in conjuction with a ten day moving average is abbreviated 
"w3-10". 
Another variation is to require that the crossing of the moving 
averages, often called the penetration, be a certain amount (X¢). The 
principle of this trading rule is that if the averages have just barely 
crossed, they are more likely to quickly reverse than if the penetration 
were by a greater amount. This trading rule will delete some poor 
signals, but it will also delay some good ones. Special penetration 
requirements are indicated by the following notation: "3-10 ~¢". This 
indicates that a three and ten day moving average system has a half cent 
penetration requirement. 
19 
Finally, some systems use three moving averages instead of two. 
To get a buy signal with three averages, the shortest (and fastest 
changing) must have a value greater than the medium's. Additonally, the 
medium average's value must be greater than the longest average's value. 
Sell signals are just the reverse. The abbreviation for three moving 
averages is similar to the two moving average symbol. For a three, 
five, and ten day system, the notation is "3-5-10". 
The uses of all of these methods were tested in this study. How-
ever, this list of variations is not completely exhaustive. More in-
formation on the construction of other forms of moving averages can be 
obtained from other sources.
3
' 4 
Previous studies of moving averages. The success of using 
moving average systems to initiate and close speculative trades has been 
tested many times. 5' 6' ?, B, 9 These studies have demonstrated that 
many different commodities can be profitably traded by using moving 
averages. Each of the five studies examined different commodities and 
different time periods; each of the studies found some systems generated 
consistent profits, while some systems generated losses. 
There is value in these studies for a producer using selective 
hedging. Selective hedging is hedging when a down-trend is expected, 
and buying back the futures contract when the next up-trend starts, then 
waiting for the next down-trend to start before hedging again. Selec-
tive hedging also involves selling the physical commodity after the last 
hedge has been lifted. In all of the previous studies, the hypothetical 
speculator took a long position in the futures market, after canceling 
the short position. A second difference was that the speculator did 
not deal with the cash market. 
20 
Selective hedging was used in a study of corn pricing strat-
egies.10 Using hindsight, the best of 17 moving average systems, based 
on price and variance was selected. The system with the highest average 
selling price, and the lowest price variance, was considered optimal. 
The researchers chose a system which had the highest price, and second 
lowest variance, as the best approximation of the optimal system. Then, 
several marketing strategies were evaluated against selling at harvest. 
The systems which incorporated the moving averages gave the highest 
price results. However, selection of a non-optimal moving average would 
have negatively influenced the results. 
Point-and-Figure Charts 
Construction of point-and-figure charts. Another class of 
charts is point-and-figure charts. These are one of the most contro-
versial tools chartists use. Even some professional chartists feel that 
11 point-and figure charts are worthless. However, many use this form of 
price analysis, so it was evaluated in this study. 
The point-and-figure chart is different from other trend follow-
ing systems, because the chart does not measure the passage of time. 
Point-and-figure chartists consider time irrelevant; the only things 
they watch are price direction and magnitude of price changes. Time is 
considered only to the extent that one must decide how often to up-date 
the chart; most often charts are up-dated daily. 
A typical point-and-figure chart is a series of alternating 
21 
columns of X's and O's. Price is measured with set increments (box sizes) 
on the vertical axis, but the horizontal axis is blank. As _prices trend 
up, X's are added to the chart. When prices start down, a new column 
with O's is begun, going down. The construction of a point-and-figure 
chart requires only the use of market highs and lows. One starts by re-
cording the first day's prices, but graphing nothing. Then one checks 
the second day's high and low. If the new high is greater than the old 
high by at least one box size, and if the new low is at least one box 
size lower than the old low, one does nothing. Also, nothing is graphed 
if neither high nor low are different by at least one box size. 
If one of the two is different by at least the proper amount, 
then one begins charting. If the high is different, the X's are filled 
in, starting from the old low, going up to the new high. Each X must be 
equivalent to one box size, and the entire X must be filled in on one 
day, without rounding up. If the low had been different instead of the 
high, O's would have been filled in, beginning at the old high and going 
down to the new low. 
If X's are being charted, one always examines the next high. · If 
it is one box size or more greater than the last charted X, then the 
appropriate number of X's are added. If the high is not high enough, 
one examines the low. If the low is low enough, a new column is started 
one box below the highest X, proceding down to the new low. If the low 
is not low enough, the next high is considered. To determine if a low 
is "low enough", one compares the low to the X column's highest value, 
less a "reversal distance". The reversal distance is a number calcu-
lated by multiplying the box size by an integer. This integer is often 
called the "reversal number", and its most common value is three. 12 
Figure 6 illustrates a point-and-figure chart with an eight cent box 
size, and a three box reversal number. The data used is from Table 1. 
The report's point-and-figure abbreviation for this system is ''.08-3 11 • 
The values of the box size and the reversal number are impor-
tant, since changing them changes the chart . For a given box size, t he 
smaller the reversal number, the faster trends are identified. For a 
given reversal number, the smaller the box size, the faster trends are 
identified. Fast trend identification is not necessarily the only goal 
of a trader's system, since that often is accompanied by many poor 
trades due to whipsawing prices. 
22 
Buy and sell signals are generated when a column reaches a level 
that the previous similar column failed to reach. When an X column is 
higher than the previous X column's highest value, .a buy signal is 
formed, because prices are expected to go even higher. This is called a 
double top. A sell signal occurs when an 0 column becomes lower than 
the previous 0 column, and this is called a double bottom. These should 
not be confused with the more common bar chart double top and bottom 
signals, which will be mentioned later . 
There are several other price patterns which are often con-
sidered to be significant. However, most are just restricted versions 
of the double top or bottom. 13 For example, one pattern requires two or 
more 0 columns with equal low values precede the 0 column which gener-
ates the sell signal. 
Previous studiss of point-and figure charting. The success of 
speculating with simple point-and-figure formations has been researched 
FIGURE 6. .08-3 Point-and-Figure Chart 
Da i 1y Action 
10-3 - nothing 
5.56 10-4 -make 3 x•s 
10-5 - nothing 
5.48 10-6 - nothing 
10-7 - make 1 X 
5.40 10-10 - nothing 
10-11 -nothing 
5.32 10-12 - nothing 
10-13 -make 3 o•s 
5.24 10-14 -make 1 0 
10-17 ·- nothing 
5.16 10-18- nothing 
23 
by a number of groups. 14 ' lS, 16 , 17 The Zieg/Kaufman studies found 
that commodity speculating using various pofnt-and-figure charts could 
be profitable. The reports indicated that the frequency of profitable 
trades for common box sizes and reversal numbers was about 40 percent. 
24 
Profit as a percent of margins averaged 178 percent in one test, and 100 
percent in the other. When the box sizes and reversal numbers were 
optimized, the reliability increased to 66 percent. Optimization .refers 
to selecting the best combination with hindsight in order to maximize 
profit and/or frequency of profitable trades. 
Davis/Thiel examined 16 commodities over a ten year period. 
When box sizes were optimized they found point-and-figure signals 
generated 53 percent profitable trades, with average after commission 
profits of $311 per trade. 
Both the Zieg/Kaufman and the Davis/Thiel optimization studies 
indicated that a slight change in either the box size or the reversal 
number greatly affected the profitability of the system. However, when 
the product of the box size and the reversal number are used to rank or 
18 
organize the systems, a clear pattern to the profits emerges. For 
example, a .06-3 system has a value of . 18, a .08-3 system has a value 
of .24, and a .10-3 system has a value of .30. Reinfeld discovered that 
the systems with relatively large or small values were generally not 
profitabJe, while the middle range tended to show positive returns. 
The Safley test analyzed simple and complex point-and-figure 
signaling patterns for one corn contract. Only one box size with one 
reversal number were tested. It was found that gross trading profits 
from the simple signals (double tops and bottoms) was 64¢ per bushel, 
25 
wi.th a success rate of 39 percent. The more complex signals gave lower 
profits, and did not improve the success rate. 
When stop-loss orders were added, the profit decreased to 49¢, 
but the success rate increased to 57 percent. Stop-loss orders are 
instructions to one's broker to automatically offset one's position in 
the futures market if the price moves the wrong direction. The purpose 
of stop-loss orders is to reduce the risk of wrong direction price 
changes, by decreasing the time it takes to get out of a poor trade. 
Bar Charts 
Construction of bar charts. Bar charts are probably the most 
familiar of all the forms of technical analysis. Even the most dedi-
19 
cated fundamentalists keep this type of price chart. Bar charts 
display more information than any other chart. For a given futures 
contract, each day's high, low, and close is shown. Thus, bar charts 
give the market follower a more complete visual reference of previous 
trading than the other classes of charts. 
Bar charts are labeled similar to moving averages, with price on 
the vertical axis, and time on the horizontal axis. ~oth daily and 
weekly charts are common, but for this study only daily charts were 
used. A vertical line or bar is drawn to indicate each day's trading 
range. A small horizontal slash is added just touching the right side 
of the bar, to indicate where the close occurred. When a day occurs in 
which the closing price equals the high and the low, a small dot is 




Some daily bar charts allocate one unit of time per calendar 
day, while other only use trading days. The calendar chart offers a 
more accurate representation of time's passage, but the trading day 
chart is more consistent with other forms of charting, such as moving 
averages, volume, and open interest. Figure 7 illustrates a bar chart 
for the data from Table 1. 
In comparison to moving averages and point-and-figure signals, 
most bar chart signals are difficult to identify. Only a few are 
objective enough so that nearly everyone can consistently locate them. 
Subjectivity is involved with many of the patterns, " ... a good imagina-
20 
tion is an asset in identifying price fonnations." 
The price patterns which are least subjective are the following 
three: hook reversal, key reversal, and islands. These three were the 
only patterns examined in this study. A hook reversal that is a sell 
signal requires a day's high to be higher than the previous high, and 
the close to be lower than the previous close. A buy signal requires 
the low to be lower than the previous low, and the close to be higher 
than the previous close. Additionally, the market must not be in a 
downward trend for a sell signal, or an upward trend for a buy signal. 
Figure 8 shows an example of a hook sell signal. 
A key reversal is a hook reversal with one added requirement. 
For a sell signal, a key reversal is a hook sell signal, plus there-
quirement that the low of the current day be lower than the previous 
day's low. A buy signal requires a hook buy signal, plus the current 
day's high must be higher than the previous high. Figure 9 illustrates 
a key reversal that is a sell signal. 
26 
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Islands are small groups of prices set off from the main group 
of previous prices. For a sell signal, one day islands require that a 
day's low be higher than the highs of the surrounding days. In other 
words, there must be a pair of price gaps. Figure 10 illustrates an 
island sell signal. Buy signals require a day's high to be less than 
the surrounding days' lows. 
30 
Similarly, two and three day islands require gaps surrounding 
two and three days respectively. See Figure 11. Islands can be of any 
number of days. However, as more days are included in an island, the 
clarity of the signal decreases. 
Some of the price patterns which were not examined in this study 
include saucers, flags, pennants, head and shoulders, and double and 
triple tops and bottoms. Often after a major price level adjustment, 
one can look back at a bar chart and find a set of prices which 11 fits 11 
one of these patterns. However, the signals are seldom clear enough to 
consistently identify early enough to be of benefit in forecasting. 
Information on these and other bar chart patterns can be found in a 
number of sources. 21 ' 22 
Previous studies of bar charts. A study showed many bar chart 
formations to be highly reliable in forecasting the movement of com-
23 
modity prices. However, the results were based on .. a careful scrutiny 
of the charts of each commodity over a number of years ... Thus, visual 
hindsight was used to spot the patterns. This significantly reduces the 
credibility of the study for price forecasting purposes, because the 
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FIGURE 11. Two and Three Day Islands - Sell Signals 
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A report of 548 New Yor~ Stock Exchange securities using 32 bar 
chart patterns found none of the patterns to be of use in predicting 
24 . . . . d price changes. Th1s 1s relevant because technical analysis 1s appl1e 
to the stock markets, just as it is in the commodity markets. 
Volume and Open Interest 
Attention should be given to two other technical systems, even 
though they have not been included in this study. These methods are 
volume and open interest. They are often used in conjunction with each 
other and with the major price charts already discussed. 
Volume refers to the number of bushels which are traded in a 
day. Open interest refers to the number of contracts outstanding. Some 
contend that the accuracy of the price charts is enhanced by the addi-
t . f 1 d . t . f t" 25 c 1 t t 1on o vo ume an open 1nteres 1n orma 1on. ammon ru es s a e 
that: 
1 . If price is up and ... 
A. Volume and open interest are up, then the market is 
strong. 
B. Volume and open interest are down, then the market is 
weak. 
2. If price is down and ... 
A. Volume and open interest are up, then the market is weak. 
B. Volume and open interest are down, then the market is 
strong. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDURES 
Part I - Data from Nearby Futures Contracts 
Data from the five crop years of 1974/75 through 1978/79, from 
the nearby or lead Chicago Board of Trade soybean futures contracts was 
used for charting. The last ten days of the nearby contract were not 
used in order to avoid the price irregularities often associated with 
"thin" markets. The same years• cash grain prices from the Minneapolis 
Grain Exchange were used to represent the "local" price. 
The charting was done with futures market prices, but the action 
taken was done with the cash market. If a chart signaled to sell, then 
that day's Minneapolis cash price was recorded as the selling price. 
Various charting methods were programmed and used with an IBM 
370-148 computer, so when the data was entered, specific dates were 
identified as selling or buying dates. The computer programs are shown 
in the Appendix. A computer was used to simplify the charting and the 
analysis of the results. One could have done all of the calculations 
without the computer. However, Part I of the study involved 58 differ-
ent price charts, each for five years, so the computer expedited the 
work involved. 
Of the 58 charts, 31 were moving average charts. There were 19 
moving average systems which used two sets of moving averages, and 12 
systems which used three averages. Penetration requirements of one half 
cent and one cent were tested three times. Linearly weighting was done 
· .. ' 




on six of the systems. Of these six, three were systems which charted 
with two averages, and three systems used three averages. 
The point-and-figure signals were used with nine combinations of 
box sizes and reversal numbers. Their selection was varied around the 
commonly used eight cent box size, and three box reversal number. 
Only one bar chart was needed. The price formations which were 
examined were the hook, key, and island signals. Only one, two, and 
three day islands were studied. 
The remaining 17 charts were variations of moving average and 
point-and-figure charts. These will be discussed later. 
Prices received by charting. Five separate hypotheses were used 
in this part of the study. The first hypothesis tested was: Technical 
analysis (charting) will consistently signal to sell at relatively high 
prices, and consistently signal to buy at relatively low prices. If 
this hypothesis is true, then producers could increase their prices 
received by selling only when sell signals were generated from charts. 
In order for the hypothesis to be accepted, the average selling signals' 
price had to be at least 20¢ higher than the overall price average. 
Also, the buying signals' average price had to be at least 20¢ lower 
than the overall mean price. These values were chosen based on the 
judgment and discretion of this author. 
Forecasting Accuracy of Charts 
A second hypothesis tested was: Short-run price changes can be 
accurately predicted by various types of charts. This test involved 
examining the price change whenever a trading signal was given to deter-
. ·. , • 
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mine if the chart succeeded in identifying a price trend. When sell 
signals were formed, price decreases were considered successes, and when 
buy signals were formed, price increases were considered successes. The 
price change on the day following a signal, and the price change on the 
fifth day following a signal were examined. The one-day price change 
observation is useful for indicating whether a short delay in taking 
action influences returns. The five-day or one week forecast was 
arbitrarily chosen to represent short-run forecasting. Both the per-
centage of times that the cash price change was the "correct" direction 
from the signaling day's cash price, and the average cash price change 
were considered. To make the calculations easier, the arithmetic signs 
of the price changes were reversed when sell signals were generated. 
With this change, positive values always indicated success, while 
negative numbers indicated failure. In order to accept the hypothesis, 
the percent of times in which the price change was the correct direc-
tion, had to be at least 55 percent. Additionally, the "average price 
change" had to be positive, and greater than two cents. These criterion 
were checked for both the one-day and the five-day forecasts. These 
values were chosen based on the judgment and personal discretion of this 
author. 
Forecasting accuracy of joint signaling. A third hypothesis 
tested was: Price forecasting accuracy increases when two different 
charts signal to buy (or sell) simultaneously. This test was done to 
examine if joint signaling improved market forecasting results over any 
single system alone. A one day time lag was used when bar chart hook 
and key signals were used with point-and-figure systems, because it was 
. · .. , 
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likely that the bar chart signals would precede the point-and-figure 
signals. One of the requirements of a hook or key sell signal is that 
the high be higher than the previous high, but if the high is higher, 
then it is not likely that the point-and-figure system will generate a 
sell signal until the next day. Similarly, the hook and key buy signals 
will precede the point-and-figure buy signals. To accept this hypoth-
esis, the 11 average price change 11 had to be at _least three cents, and the 
percent of times in which the price change direction was correct, had to 
be at least 60 percent. These values are slightly higher than the 
criterion set for single system signals. 
Moving Averages Calculated from the Cash Market 
A fourth hypothesis tested was: For the cash market seller, 
using moving averages calculated from the cash market is more profitable 
and reliable than using moving averages calculated from the futures 
market. Since futures and cash market prices do not necessarily move 
exactly together, calculating moving averages this way was done to 
examine if better cash market results could be obtained if the futures 
market was by-passed or ignored. The only cash market price history 
that is available is the close. This means that only moving averages 
could be used for this section of the study, since both point-and-
figure, and bar charts require the daily highs and lows. Eight sets of 
moving averages were tested with this procedure. To accept this hypoth-
esis, the average selling price had to be 25¢ greater than the overall 
mean. Also, the .. average price change .. had to be at least three cents, 
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had to be 60 percent. These values are slightly higher than the values 
for the normal moving average systems. 
Modifying point-and-figure signaling. The fifth hypothesis 
tested was: Modifying the criterion for signaling with point-and-figure 
charts can improve results for cash market sellers. In this test the. 
trading signals were generated whenever a new price trend column was 
started, rather than waiting for the column to reach the c0111Jlonly used 
double top or double bottom level. When downward price trends were 
started, sell signals were given, and when upward price trends were 
started, buy signals were formed. The goal of this test was to see if 
earlier trend identification would improve results over the conventional 
method. To accept this hypothesis, the selling signal average price had 
to be 25¢ greater than the overall average, and the buying signal 
average price had to be 25¢ less than the overall average. Also, the 
11 average price change .. had to be a positive three cents or more, and the 
percent of times that the price change direction was correct, had to be 
60 percent. These values were slightly higher than the limits set on 
normal point-and-figure signaling . . All nine combinations of box sizes 
and reversal numbers were repeated with the modified signaling rule. 
,'!, 
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Part II: Data from Specific Contracts 
In Part II the data base was changed. Five specific co~tracts 
were each charted for ten or eleven months, instead of always using the 
nearby contract. The contracts' earliest months were not used in order 
to avoid "thin" trading. The delivery month was excluded for the same 
reason. The contracts used are listed in Table 3. Most of the con-
39 
tracts were charted 57 times in Part II, so again the computer decreased 
the amount of time needed to do the charting. 
Basis as a Return for Storage 
Basis is the price difference between two specific markets, in 
this case the Minneapolis cash grain market, and the Chicago Board of 
Trade futures market. With storable, seasonally produced commodities, 
the basis or price difference between the cash market and a summer 
delivery futures contract is normally widest during the harvest, and it 
decreases with the passage of time. With soybeans, the basis narrowing 
generally starts in October, and is mostly completed in May. 
A producer can earn a return for storage from the basis narrow-
ing by trading in the futures market. To accomplish this, one must sell 
a futures contract at harvest, cancel the contract after the basis has 
narrowed, and simultaneously sell the soybeans. The cash price at 
harvest plus the amount of basis change is the producer's net price. 
Figures 12 and 13 show how hedging locks in a harvest-time price, plus a 
$1 basis change regardless if there was a price rise or decline after 
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FIGURE 12. Hedging Before a Price Increase 
Date Cash Jul Futures 
Oct. 1 $6.00 $7.40 
Apr. 30 
Gain 
TOTAL $6.50 + $ .50 
Net Price = $7.00 
FIGURE 13. Hedging Before a Price Decrease 
Date Cash Jul Futures 
Oct. 1 $6.00 $7.40 
Apr. 30 $5.50 
Gain -. 0 
TOTAL $ 5.50 + $1.50 
Net Price= $7.00 
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Action ·Taken 
Sell a Futures 
Contract 
Buy Back Futures 
Contract & Sell Beans 
Action Taken 
Sell a Futures 
Contract 
Buy Back Futures 
Contract & Sell Beans 
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An alternative strategy is to sell at harvest, and collect an 
interest return on the cash. However, this strategy may give low net 
returns due to depressed harvest-time prices. 
42 
Many producers do not hedge or sell at harvest, but rather they 
store their crops hoping for a favorable price change. Many sales are 
made by producers to meet cash flow requirements. The interest rate 
that can be received between when the sale is made, and when the cash is 
needed is approximately six percent, assuming the money is deposited in 
a "passbook" account. This rate of return can be less than the return 
from placing a hedge, and gaining from a narrowing basis. 
Short-term Hedging 
One hypothesis tested in Part II was: Hedging for short time 
periods can be more profitable than collecting a six percent rate of 
return. 
Moving average and point-and-figure charts were used to locate 
selling dates. Hedges were placed on these days. The hedges were 
lifted and the soybeans sold when buy signals occurred. The net price 
from each hedged sale was compared to the net price from selling the 
soybeans when the sell signal occurred, and the collecting six percent 
annual interest until the buy signal was generated. 
Only the days in the months of October through April were used. 
The January 1978 contract was not used since the September 1978 contract 
covered the same dates. With the March 1977 contract it was only 
possible to chart up through February, and charting of the September 
1975 contract data did not start until November. 
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Although the basis may have a general pattern of narrowing from 
October through April, within this time there can be short periods in 
which the basis widens. Such times must be avoided by the producer in 
order to have maximum profit from short-term hedging. Thus, the hedging 
process was initiated ~if the basis was narrowing. To determine if 
the basis was narrowing, the basis on the previous day was compared to 
the average basis of the fourth, fifth, and sixth previous days. The 
hypothesis was to be accepted if the average effective annual interest 
rate received by short-term hedging was greater than six percent. 
Moving Averages and Basis Charts 
A second marketing strategy tested in Part II was to use a basis 
chart with moving averages to select sell and buy dates. This system is 
based on the theory that a relatively large (positive) basis (Minnea-
polis Cash minus Chicago Futures) either indicates strength in the cash 
market, weakness in the futures market, or both. First, the basis was 
calculated, and from the basis, the moving averages were calculated. 
When the faster changing moving average crossed the slower moving 
average from top to bottom, a sell signal was formed. Crossing from 
bottom to top created buy signals. The hypothesis tested was: Moving 
averages calculated from the basis will consistently signal to sell at 
relatively high prices, and signal to buy at relatively low prices. To 
accept this hypothesis, the average selling signal price had to be at 
least 20¢ greater than the overall average price, and the average buying 
signal price had to be at least 20¢ less than the overall mean too. 
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Selective Hedging 
The third strategy tested selective hedging with chart~ to 
determine the trading dates. Hedges were placed whenever sell signals 
were generated. The hedges were lifted when the next buy signal occurred. 
No action was taken in the cash market until th~ end of the contract's 
trading. Then cash sales were made. The net gain from the repeated 
hedging was added to the cash sale price, to determine a final net 
price. This was compared to the contracts' overall price ; The percent 
of days which had lower prices than the final selective hedging net 
price was also noted. The hypothesis tested was: Selective hedging 
using technical analysis to determine trading dates is profitable. To 
accept the hypothesis, at least 50 percent of the trading days had to 
have lower cash prices than the net price generated by the selective 
hedging. Each of the five contracts were first examined separately, and 
then the five percentages themselves were averaged, to determine if the 
hypothesis should be accepted or not. 
The reliability of selective hedging was also examined. Reli-
ability refers to the amount of risk involved. The values of the 
largest single loss and the largest consecutive losses were used to 
measure risk. 
The selective hedging was repeated with the addition of ten cent 
stop-loss orders. The purpose of the stop-loss orders was to reduce the 
risk involved of a price rise. Another hypothesis tested was: Selec-
tive hedging with ten cent stop-loss orders is profitable and is less 
risky than selective hedging without stop-losses. 
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With the moving average stop-loss, if the futures market's close 
was ten cents or more greater than the close on the previous hedging 
date, the contract was bought back the next day, without waiting for a 
11 nonnal 11 buy signal. This stop-loss system is representative of a slow 
stop-loss system, in terms of ·quickness in closing out a futures con-
tract. Thus, losses may be slightly higher than one would expect. 
The point-and-figure stop-loss was slightly different. The 
daily high was compared to the hedging day's average price. If the 
current day's high was ten cents or more greater than the average, the 
contract was bought back that day. 
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CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
Part I: Charting w1th Nearby Futures 
The results of charting the nearby futures are reported in this 
section. Moving averages systems are discussed first, followed by 
point-and-figure systems. Then bar chart systems results are given. 
The last three divisions cover moving averages calculated from the cash 
market, modified point-and-figure signals, and joint signaling. 
Moving average results. The moving average systems• results are 
shown in Table 4. The Frequency of Signals column indicates the total 
number of buy and sell signals that were generated over the five years. 
One half of these signals were buy signals, and one half were sell 
signals. However, 22 systems had one more buy than sell signal. These 
extra signals make direct one-to-one comparisons of selling and buying 
prices impossible. To correct this, the last buy signal •s price was 
excluded from the calculation of the average buying price. Exclusion of 
the last signal, rather than the first, was arbitrary. The general 
price level was higher at the start of the test period than at the end. 
Because of this, had the first buy signal been dropped instead of the 
last, the average buying price would have been slightly lower. 
The results show that each charting system signaled to buy and 
sell a number of times. Some of each system•s sell signals occurred at 
prices above the overall average. The average selling price was not 
necessarily greater than the overall average. The same situation 
occurred with the buying signal prices. The buying price average was 
, ·, , · , 
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TABLE 4. Moving Average Charting Results 
1-Day 5-Day Average Average 
Average Average Frequency % Correct % Correct 1-Day 5-Day 
Charting Selling Buying of Price Price Price Price 
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48 
not necessarily less than the overall average. Of the 31 systems 
tested, 24 had average selling prices greater than average buying 
prices. However, only four of these systems had both the average 
selling price greater than the overall mean, and the average buying 
price less than the overall mean of $6.3353. None of the moving average 
systems results supported the hypothesis that charting will consistently 
signal to sell at high prices, and signal to buy at low prices. 
For the farmer who is looking for high price averages, the 5-15-
30 system had the highest average, followed by the 1-10 system. How-
ever, the third best system was the 1-10 BUY signal system. Table 5 
shows that three of the highest ten averages came from buying systems. 
The seller should avoid the lowest price generating systems, yet four of 
the ten lowest systems were selling systems. This is shown in Table 5. 
These results show that one cannot expect to increase one's 
average price, relative to the overall mean, by using moving averages to 
select selling dates. However, the results are not inconsistent with 
previous studies which indicate the profitability of speculating with 
charting. When a system's average sell price is greater than the buy 
average, gross trading (speculating) returns are positive. A 2¢ per 
bushel average difference on 25 trades, means 50¢ (2¢ x 25) gross 
profit. 
The moving average one-day price change forecasting results are 
presented in the fifth and seventh columns of Table 4. Only four of the 
31 systems correctly forecasted the price change direction over 50 per-
cent of the time, and none were correct over 55 percent of the time. 
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TABLE 5. High and Low Price Systems 
High Price · Sys-fems~ -------- Low · Price Systems 



































































TABLE 6. Effect of Linearly Weighting of Moving Averages 
Av-erage- Average Frequency -- ~ne-DaY % Correct Average One-Day 
Charting Selling Buying of Price Price 
Ststem Price Price Signals Changes Change 
4-8 $6.3806 $6.3784 #169 %52.7 $.0173 
w4-8 6.3566 6.3600 169 46.2 -.0041 
3-10 6.3407 6.3262 158 46.2 .0094 
w3-10 6.3263 6.3200 159 44.7 -.0037 
5-10 6.3015 6.3334 154 46.8 . 0101 
w5-10 6.2923 6.2779 137 52.6 .0200 
3-5-10 6.3055 6.3261 121 45.5 .0143 
w3-5-10 6.2670 6.2666 111 46.8 .0207 
4-8-12 6.2095 6.2059 89 42.7 -.0056 
w4-8-12 6. 2491 6.2542 89 49.4 -.0047 
5-10-15 6. 1581 6.0960 71 38.0 -.0321 
wS-10-15 6.3237 6.2367 67 43.3 -.0171 
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Similarly, the systems which had penetration requirements have 
been summarized in Table 7. The effect of the penetration requirement 
was to reduce the number of signals. However, no significant price or 
forecasting improvement occurred. 
52 
Point-and-figure results. The point-and-figure systems• results 
are shown in Table 8. The order of presentation was determined by the 
size of the reversal distance (box size times reversal number). With 
all nine systems, the selling price average was at least 27¢ more than 
the overall mean. However, the buying price average was at least 25¢ 
over as well. Two of the five, highest average cash price generating 
systems were buying systems, and two of the five lowest average cash 
price generating systems were selling systems. Thus, as with the moving 
average systems, none of the point-and-figure systems can be expected to 
consistently sell at high prices, and buy at low prices. The hypothesis 
that point-and-figure charts consistently signal to sell at high prices, 
and signal to buy at low prices, was rejected. 
Speculating would have been profitable with seven of the nine 
systems. However the common .08-3 system was one of the two systems 
which generated gross trading losses. 
The one-day price change forecasting results are shown in 
columns five and seven. Eight of nine systems correctly forecasted the 
price change direction more than half of the time. The most accurate 
system was the .08-4 system, which was correct 14 out of 20, or 70.0 
percent of the time. Generally, the systems which signaled the fewest 
number of times were the most accurate. 
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TABLE 7. Effect of Penetration Requi·rements on Moving Averages 
Average · A-verage- - -- - Frequency~--~ One-Day % Correct Average-One-Day 
Charting Selling Buying of Price Price 
S~stem Price Price Signals Changes Change 
2-5 $6.3006 $6.2757 #265 %52.8 $.0121 
2-5 ~¢ 6.3792 6.3580 249 51.0 .0092 
2-5 1¢ 6.3898 6.3792 233 46.8 . 0051 
3-10 6.3407 6.3262 158 46.2 .0094 
3-10 ~¢ 6.3497 6.3395 154 47.4 .0126 
3-10 1¢ 6.3249 6.3036 144 48 .6 .0185 
5-10 6.3015 6.3334 154 46.8 . 0101 
5-10 ~¢ 6.2809 6.3135 138 45.7 . 0117 
5-10 1¢ 6.3146 6.3440 129 46.5 .0037 
.· . . -
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TABLE 8. Point-and-Figure System Results 
One-Day Five-Day 
Average Average Frequency % Correct % Correct Average One-Day 
Charting Selling Buying of Price Price Price 
S~stem Price Price Si'gnals Changes Changes ·change 
.06-2 $6.6120 $6.5890 #62 %53.2 %38.7 $.0140 
.08-2 6.8610 6.8185 40 52.5 47.5 .0140 
.06-3 6.8300 6.7259 42 57.1 40.5 . 0123 
.10-2 6.9794 6.9967 34 41.2 41.2 -.0087 
.06-4 6.8294 6.7943 34 58.8 38.2 .0262 
.08-3 7.0230 7.0969 30 63.3 . 40.0 .0460 
. 10-3 6.9152 6.8739 22 63.6 40.9 .0530 
.08-4 7.0117 6.7960 20 70.0 45.0 .0743 
.10-4 6.6252 6.6193 18 55.6 50.0 .0267 
. . - ·-...:...."' .... • .... ' . . . ... . .... "'~ • • - . -' J_ • • • ... 


















The eight systems which predicted the price change direction 
most accurately, also had positive average price changes. Again, the 
fewer the signals, the better the results. All five systems which 
signaled the fewest number of times, had forecasting values which 
allowed for the acceptance of the hypothesis that point-and-figure 
charts can successfully predict the next-day price change direction. 
The five-day forecasts were less accurate than the one-days'. 
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The price change direction percentages decreased an average of 14.8 
percentage points. The average price change was approximately five and 
a half cents lower also. None of the five-day price change direction 
percentages were over 50.0 percent, and only two of the five-day average 
price change numbers were positive. Thus, point-and-figure charts 
failed to consistently identify price trends, as measured by the five-
day price changes. 
Bar chart results. A summary of the bar chart systems is given 
in Table 9. The frequency column has two numbers, the first for sell-
ing, and the second for buying. This is because bar chart signals do 
not necessarily alternate between selling and buying. Any number of 
sell or buy signals can occur repeatedly, without the other ever occur-
ring. In the test period there were 120 sell signals and 95 buy signals 
from the three types of bar chart signals. 
All three bar chart systems failed to support the hypothesis 
that sell signals consistently occur at relatively high prices, and buy 
signals consistently occur at relatively low prices. Only the key 
system's results had the average selling prices greater than the average 
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TABLE 9. Bar Chart System Results 
Average Average Frequency 
Charting Selling Buying of 
System Price Price Signals 
Key $6.635 $6.292 /132/25 
Hook 6.093 6.218 87/69 
Islands 6.861 7.005 3/1 
· . . ( . .... . · .... . ..... . .... ~ . . 
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Five-Day 
% Correct Average One-Day Average Five-Day 
Price Price Price 
·changes Change Change 
%45.6 $ .0262 $ .0290 
49.4 -.0143 -.0084 
75.0 -.0165 .0275 
.. · :, :~. _- '. . :. _< ~ :~ • • • • - - ·: -~- -- ' · · ·: -' _ 
U1 
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buying price. Selecting selling date with bar chart systems will not 
assure one of a price greater than the overall average. 
The key system's forecasting success was accurate enough to 
accept the hypothesis that charting signals from the key system to 
correctly predict the next-day price changes. The one-day percent 
correct price changes value of 57.9 percent, and the average one-day 
price change value of 2.6¢, were both greater than the minimum levels 
needed to accept the forecasting hypothesis. 
The islands five-day price forecasts were also accurate enough 
to accept the forecasting hypothesis. However, the island signal 
results should be evaluated cautiously, because there were only four 
signals from the five year study. None of the other bar chart fore-
casting results were accurate enough to accept the forecasting hypoth-
esis. 
Cash market moving average results. The results of using the 
cash market prices to calculate the moving averages instead of the 
nearby futures prices is recorde9 in Table 10. Eight moving average 
systems were tested and compared to their original counterparts. The 
price results of the cash market systems were not improved over the 
systems which used the futures market. 
There was an increase in the number of signals generated with 
the cash systems. This can be attributed to a more volatile cash 
market, relative to the futures market. 
Forecasting results were improved when the cash market was used 
to calculate the moving averages. Three of eight systems had one-day 
price change direction success rates of 50 percent or more, however, 
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TABLE 10. Cash Market Moving Average System Results 
One-Day 
Average Average Frequency % Correct 
Charting Selling Buying of Price 
System Price Pri'ce Signals · Changes 
2-5 $6.2796 $6.2530 #268 %53.0 
3-8 6.3341 6.3242 174 50.0 
3-10 6.3433 6.3242 157 45.2 
5-10 ~¢ 6.3534 6.3512 148 48.6 
5-12 6.2642 6.2866 130 45.4 
5-15 6.3125 6.2990 106 52.8 
5-10-15 6.2119 6.1648 79 39.2 
5-15-25 6.5132 6.3006 35 42.9 
. .... · ...... . .. 
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F1ve-Day 
% Correct Average One-Day 
Pri'ce Price 
Changes ·Change 
%51 .1 $ .0127 
53.5 .0120 
47.1 .0033 
42.6 . 0110 
46.9 -.0014 
48.1 . 0118 
53.2 -.0186 
42.9 .0119 

















none were greater t han 60 percent. The average improvement over the 
futures market systems was 1.5 percentage ·points. The average price 
change was higher with six of eight cash market systems, relative to the 
futures market systems. However, the increased accuracy was not great 
enough to accept the forecasting hypothesis. 
Even though the hypothesis was rejected, some improvement was 
observed. This shows the need for accurate, relevant price information, 
for good marketing strategies. One should not rely on distant markets 
for price information, when closer more pertinent markets are available. 
Local price distortions could be caused by transportation bottlenecks, 
and exceptionally strong or weak local feed demand. 
Modified point-and-figure results. Modifying the point-and-
figure charts so signals were generated whenever a new column was 
started, increased the number of signals by an average of 6.8 times. 
The .08-2 system increased signals by 7.75 times, and the .10-4 system 
increased signals by 5.0 times. The other systems' increases varied 
between this range. Table 11 shows the results of the modified point-
and-figure signaling process. 
The average sell and buy prices decreased with seven of the 
modified systems, relative to their normal counterparts. As with the 
normal systems, sell signals were not consistently high, and buy signals 
were not consistently low. 
All nine modified point-and-figure systems failed to generate 
accurate enough forecasts to allow the acceptance of the forecasting 
hypothesis, for one-day forecasts. The normal point-and-figure systems 
were consistently better than the modified systems. 
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TABLE 11. Modified Point-and-Figure Chart Results 
One-Day 
Average Average Frequency % Correct 
Charting Selling Buying of Price 
System Price Price Signals Changes 
.06-·2 $6.4688 $6.4851 #426 %48.1 
.08-2 6.6211 6.6154 310 49.4 
.06-3 6.6650 6.6328 286 49.0 
. 10-2 6.6988 6.6747 248 48.8 
.06-4 6.6990 6.7013 218 43.6 
.08-3 6.7104 6.6941 212 44.3 
.1 0-3 6.7685 6.8045 142 47.2 
.08-4 6.8368 6.8171 132 46.2 
. 10-4 6.7774 6.8357 90 52.2 
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The five-day forecasts in contrast, were improved by the modi-
fication. The percent correct price changes increased seven percentage 
points on average. The five-day average price difference was three 
cents greater with the modified signaling prices. With the normal 
signaling, only two of the systems had positive values, whereas the 
modified systems only had one value that was negative. This indicates 
that the start of a new column was more accurate at predicting price 
trends, than when an existing column formed double tops or bottoms. 
Joint signaling results. The results of using two different 
types of charts, signaling simultaneously, is reported in Table 12. 
Columns two, three, and four show the frequency of simultaneous trading, 
the percentage of successful one-day price change directions, and the 
average price change values, respectively. The point-and-figure notaton 
was changed by adding the letters "PF" before the normal symbol. Moving 
average notation was also changed. The letters "MA" precede the normal 
symbols. The hook and key bar chart signals were combined into one 
system, called "Bar". 
Generally, more signals were generated when both of the two 
systems signaled often (independent of each other). However, even the 
most frequent combination only signaled 14 times, and the second most 
frequent only six times; thus, the value of these results is limited. 
Forecasting results were often successful. Six of eleven com-
binations achieved one-day succes rates of at least 60 percent. Of 
these six, five also showed positive average price change values greater 
than three cents. 
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TABLE 12. Simultaneous Signaling with Two Different Types of Charts 
Charlln<i- Frequen-c.i o-r------~~One.:oay % Correct Avera-ge -One-Day 
Systems Signa 1 s · · · · · · · · · ·Price · Changes · · Price Change 
PF .08-3 & MA 2-5 # 6 %66.7 $ . 0121 
PF .08-3 & MA 3-10 5 20.0 -.0500 
PF .08-3 & MA 5-10 ~¢ 4 75.0 .0825 
PF .08-3 & MA 5-15 2 50.0 .0350 
BAR & PF .06-3 5 100.0 .1210 
BAR & PF .08-3 4 100.0 .1975 
BAR & PF .10-3 2 100.0 .2350 
BAR & MA 2-5 14 64.3 .0356 
BAR & MA 3-10 6 33.3 -. 0021 
BAR & MA 5-15 6 16.7 -.0237 
BAR & MA 5-15-20 2 50.0 .0688 
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The bar chart with point-and-figure systems formed the best com-
bination. The largest success rates and largest average price changes 
were in this group. 
Five-day forecasts were not examined with joint signaling. 
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Part II: Charting with Specific Contracts 
The results of three marketing strategies for producers are 
reported in this section. Only moving average and point-and figure 
systems were used, since all three strategies required repeated trading 
action, with alternating selling and buying. 
Short-term hedging results. The strategy of hedging when sell 
signals were formed, and buying the contract back plus selling the 
commodity when the charts generated buy signals, is summarized in Table 
13. With three of the five tested moving averages, over half of the 
hedges were more profitable than simply selling and collecting six 
percent interest. With four of the systems, a producer would have 
received a higher average rate of return if the commodity had been 
hedged, rather than selling and collecting interest. The basis gains 
64 
were enough to offset the cost of commission fees, six percent interest, 
and basis losses. The effective interest rate received via the basis 
change is shown in column six. 
The point-and-figure results were similar; hedging was superior 
to cash sales. Column three of Table 13 shows that all nine point-and-
figure systems had successful hedges at least two thirds of the time. 
In all nine systems, the average net price from hedging was higher than 
the average cash price. 
The overall average effective interest rate for the 14 systems 
was 14.8 percent. The average of the five systems which had at least 12 
hedges was 16.6 percent. The systems which had more hedges were iso-
lated in order to avoid any bias from having a few hedges overly in-
fluencing the results. 
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TABLE 13. Short-Term Hedging to Improve a Cash Sale 
Frequency Percent Average Average 
Charting of .. Good .. Hedging Cash 
S~stem Hedging Hedges Price Price 
MA 2-5 1137 % 48.6 $5.8642 $5.8508 
MA 3-8 19 63.2 6.1666 6. 1354 
MA 3-10 18 61.1 6.3614 6.3309 
MA 5-12 15 73.3 6. 1627 6.1153 
MA 3-10-20 8 37.5 5. 6001 5.6394 
PF .06-2 12 83.3 6.4262 6.3429 
PF .08-2 8 75.0 6.7734 6.6923 
PF .06-3 7 71.4 6.7877 6.7009 
PF . 10-2 3 66.7 7.2549 7.1953 
PF .06-4 3 66.7 7.3267 7.1906 
PF .08-3 4 75.0 6.9125 6.7603 
PF .10-3 1 100.0 8.4503 7.9717 
PF .08-4 2 100.0 6.9444 6.7888 
PF .10-4 2 100.0 . 6.5966 6.3193 
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Since all but one system had an effective interest rate greater 
than six percent, the hypothesis that short-term hedging can be profit-
able, is accepted. 
Basis Chart Results 
The strategy of calculating the basis (Minneapolis cash price 
minus Chicago futures price), and then from that basis, calculating 
various moving averages, is reported on in Table 14. The average 
selling prices were less than the average buying prices in two of the 
cases. Neither the sell nor the buy signals were consistently success-
ful. The hypothesis that sell signals generated from moving averages, 
that are calculated from basis numbers, are consistently above the 
overall average, is rejected. 
Point-and-figure charts cannot be used since the basis is a 
single number, and point-and-figure charts require a price range. 
The u~e of moving average charts of the basis might be improved 
if one were to use more distant futures contract prices. In this test, 
there was always less than one year left on each contract before the 
charting was started, so the basis was subject to a narrowing influence. 
Moving Average Selective Hedging Results 
The selective hedging strategy was used with eighteen sets of 
moving averages, and their results are shown in Table 15 . . Net losses 
were generated with six of the combinations, however four of these were 
located on the extremes. The other two losses were relatively small. 
Net losses refer to the futures market transactions only. The average 
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13.0 cents with the 3-15-20 system. The average net gain when the four 
losing extreme systems were excluded, was 98.14 cents. 
Profitable trading occurred approximately one third of the time. 
The 3-10 system's 44 percent success rate was the highest. 
The measures of risk are also reported in Table 15. Each system 
had one trade which lost at least 35.0 cents, and consecutive losses of 
at least 41.75 cents. The average largest loss for the moving average 
systems was 54.56 cents, and the average largest consecutive loss was 
84.6 cents. Losses only occur when the price of the futures contract 
rises after a hedge is placed. Often, such price rises would be offset 
by rises in the cash price. So if the commodity is sold when the 
contract is bought back, a negative cash flow can be avoided or reduced. 
The mean price of the five contracts was $6.1076, and the mean 
price of the last day of each contract was $6.3165. Column eight of 
Table 15 shows the average final price received from selective hedging 
and then selling at the end of each contract's trading. 
The final price from each contract's selective hedging was 
compared to each of the cash prices on the days which were charted. The 
average percent of times in which the final net price from hedging was 
greater than the cash price was recorded in column nine. Since all 18 
moving average systems had success rates over 50 percent, the hypothesis 
that selective hedging is profitable is accepted. 
The price on the last day of each contract was on average, 
greater than 65.5 percent of the prices in the contracts. Column ten 
shows the difference between the 65.5 percent value, and each selective 
hedging system's value. Positive numbers indicate that selective 
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l P..Bl.E 15. Sel ~ctive Hedging with Moving Averages Charts 
1 ~Hi(•re - -----
frequency Net G~in Tottd Aver:1ge Largest Urqcst 
Charting of Was Nel Net Cain Sinole Consecuti ve 
-~:L ~l~~~ He_d~es . P.:i:;itive Gain P~r Tr~de · LJ~s Loss ·--- ·-----... --- ·--
1-3 1193 %~1 .5 $-1.q450 $-.0101 $.510 $1. !j90 
?.-5 i02 ~9.2 .3100 .1~030 .400 . sew 
2-S 2¢ 82 34.1 . .6475 .0079 .400 . '!15 
4-8 ~~l 41.4 .8700 .0!50 .365 .f;675 
3- ·~a 55 .t1.6 2.6125 .0~75 .350 .935 
5-10 5) 39 . 6 - . 0225 -. GG01 .5575 .7825 
1-.1-fl 52 36.5 1. 04(;0 .02:10 .f>6~ 1. 1005 
0)·-12 42 31.0 .8S?5 .0203 .•135 • 'JdO 
5-: 5 34 lll.2 1. 5115G . 0154 . 480 1. 190 
5-1 0 -J:, 27 3 -~ ') J • • .J l .8·l75 . 0(i84 .515 . l)375 
5-l u-? c 20 30.0 .6750 . 0338 .535 .1\~/5 
S-i2-20 20 20.0 .2250 .0113 • !>35 . ~80 
~-ID-20 19 26.3 - .GH50 -.OO•b .51') .:·::.o 
5-15-20 lH 33.9 1. 0100 .0561 .ms .715 
3-15-ZG 17 41.2 . 2.2125 .1301 .815 .835 
3-10-30 n · 36.4 - . 1625 -.0148 .560 .f.65 
10-20·30 11 3f..4 - .5175 -.0561 .505 .922S 
5-15-30 10 30.0 -1.2600 ... 1260 .925 1.205 
... ........ . -
. ' ... ·. \ ' 
: .·. :.·. :. ·. .. . 
-- % -5(""Tfcli5fn 
Hcd~ing Wl1ich S.?lective 
Final Hedging Greater 
Pt'i ce thar. Cash 
$5.9275 %51 .4 
-6.3785 68.3 
6. 4tJtjQ 71.3 
6.4905 72.7 
6.8390 76.2 
G. 3PIJ 6ti . 1 
6.5245 73.9 
6.4~70 67.9 
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hedging was more profitable than just selling at the end of the con-
tract. The 3-10 system•s value of 10.7 was the largest. 
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Point and figure selective hedging results. The results of 
selective hedging with point-and-figure charts are shown in Table 16. 
There were relatively few trades with point-and-figure charts, compared 
to the moving averages. All but one point-and-figure system had profit-
able trades at least half of the time. All nine systems had positive 
net gains; the .06-2 system had net gains of over $4.72. Six point-and-
figure systems had larger net gains than the largest net gain from the 
moving averages. The average net gain per trade for all of the point-
and-figure systems was $.291. All nine systems had larger net gain per 
trade values than the largest moving average•s value. 
The measures of risk are reported in columns six and seven. The 
average largest loss was 58.86 cents, and the average largest consecu-
tive loss was 73.50 cents, both of which were similar to the moving 
averages• losses. The largest single loss was generated by the .10-4 
system. Its value was 88.2¢. }he largest consecutive loss occurred 
with the .06-2 system. This value was $1.01. 
The net price received from hedging for each system is listed in 
column eight. The percent of days with prices below the hedging final 
prices are listed in column nine. Since all of these values are above 
50 percent, the hypothesis that selective hedging is profitable, is 
accepted. 
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Selective Hedging with Point-and-Figure Charts 
if" Wilere ·-
Frequency NP.t Gain Total Ave rag~ Largest 
of ~Jas Net Net Gain Single 
Hedge.£_ __ Po~_i t ·i _ye Cain Per Trade Loss 
#26 %42.3 $4.7202 18 . 19¢ 47.67¢ 
lY 57.9 4.2283 22 .25 47.b7 
19 57 .9 3.6919 19.43 47.67 
14 50.0 2.5506 18.22 6S. 94 · 
13 53.8 2.7470 21.13 65.94 
"i1 63.6 3.2131 29.21 62.75 
7 57.1 4.0411 57.73 43.72 
7 57.1 2.4680 35.26 60.20 
5 80.0 2.0391 40 .78 88.17 
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rorna:YSTrl ___ --rPOi nt 
Largest Hedging Which Selective Increlse Due to 
Cons€cutive Final Hedging Greater Selective 
loss Price than Cash Hedging 
$"1. 0CJ72 $7.2621 %78.5 %13.9 
.7854 7.1622 75.3 9.8 
.9360 7.0549 67.7 2.2 
.6790 6.8266 72.0 6.5 
.6594 6.8659 72.0 6.5 
.6275 6.9591 75.3 9.8 
.4372 7.1247 80.9 15.4 
.6020 6.8101 76.9 11.4 
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The increase due to selective hedging over selling on the last 
day without the selective hedging, is listed in column ten~ The average 
increase was 9.8 percentage points. 
Selective hedging with moving averages using stop-loss orders. 
The largest losses and largest consecutive losses were likely to be un-
acceptably high for many producers. Six moving average systems were 
rerun with addition of a ten cent stop-loss ~rder and their results are 
shown in Table 17. Consistent decreases occurred with both the largest 
loss, and the largest consecutive losses. Net gains were lower with 
four systems, although all recorded positive returns. The average net 
gain with stop-loss systems was 90.54 cents, compared to $1.1675 without 
the stop-loss orders. Based on these results, the hypothesis that stop-
loss orders reduce the risk of selective hedging with moving averages is 
accepted. 
Selective hedging with point-and-figure charts using stop-loss 
orders. The results of the stop-loss regulated point-and-figure systems 
are shown in Table 18. The th~ee fastest signaling systems had in-
creased net profits, while the remaining six had decreased though still 
positive profits, compared to their corresponding original system. 
Adding stop-loss orders to selective hedging significantly 
lowered risk, as measured by the values of the largest loss and the 
largest consecutive losses. The addition of the stop-loss constraint 
reduced the average largest loss to 22.87 cents, down nearly 36 cents. 
The largest consecutive loss was reduced as well. The stop-loss systems• 
average was 51.33 cents, down over 22 cents . The results indicate that 
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Selective Hedging with Moving Average Charts ar.d 10¢ Stop-Losses 
~l~here 
Frequency Net Gain Totnl Average 
of ~!as Net Net Gain 
Hedges Positive G;:tin Per Trade 
1102 %40.2 $.8275 . $.0081 
55 50.9 1.1200 .0313 
42 ilQ,f) .7825 .0186 
34 38.2 .9350 .0275 
2/ 25.9 .315 .0117 
11 54.5 .8525 .0775 
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TABLE 18. Selective Hedginq \'lith Point-and-Figu r~ r.narts and lfl¢ Stop-losses 
----- --- - ------% fiiiei:e ·------· 
Frequency Net Gain Total Averege. Larg~st Larqec;t 
ChJl't i ng of ~Ju s Net Net Gain Single Cons r.cutive 
?:'!'~ ~~~l!_ ____ lj_~_dqes Pas·; tive Gain Per Trade Loss Loss 
. 06-2 #40 %25.0 $5 . 'i728 13.93¢ i7.05¢ 89 .GO¢ 
.OU -2 25 44.0 5. 1273 20.51 21 . 02 62.55 
.06- 3 25 44.0 4 .. 7662 19.06 19.31 48. (18 
. l G--2 19 31.6 2.5178 13.25 25.09 . 41.68 
.0£-4 18 38,g 2.2061 12.26 2~.02 33.48 
.\•8-3 17 35.3 2.1099 12.41 ?6.09 58.73 
. 10-3 13 3d.5 1. 3258 10.20 26.09 41 . 68 
. OS-- 4 12 ~3 . 3 1.39~3 11.62 24.03 39.33 
.1 Q-4 9 33.3 .7362 8.18 25.17 46.e8 
-------·------ -----
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6. 8201 73 . 0 
6. 7577 13.7 
6.7385 73.3 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this study was to examine the usefulness of 
technical analysis for producers. As with all tests of historical price 
data, the results cannot necessarily be expected to be consistent with 
results of other tests which use different prices. Success in a given 
time period will not guarantee success in the future. However, many 
people feel that the success of a marketing strategy during a particular 
period of tim~, will increase the probability that the same marketing 
strategy will be successful in a different time. 
Part I: Charting with Nearby Futures Contracts 
The results of this study indicate that the use of technical 
analysis will not benefit grain farmers who only sell in the cash mar-
ket. All three types of chart--bar, moving average, and point-and-
figure--did not consistently generate sell signals when the price was 
high. Neither did the charts tend to signal to buy when the price was 
low. 
The prices on the first and fifth days after each buy and sell 
signal were examined to determine if the charts were accurately fore-
casting price changes. Little consistent forecasting success was 
found. Over one half of the charts had less than 50 percent forecasting 
success rates. In other words, the predicted price change was the wrong 
direction over one half of the time. 
The use of cash market prices instead of futures market prices 
to calculate the moving averages did not greatly influence the results. 
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Since the cash and futures prices did not necessarily differ by a con-
stant amount, some changes occurred in the dates selected -for buying and 
selling. However, the basic results were unchanged. Many sell signals 
were generated at low prices, many buy signals were generated at high 
prices, and the one and five day forecasts were not accurate. 
Modification of the point-and-figure signaling process did not 
improve the results either. Selling or buying when each new point-and-
figure chart column was started greatly increased the number of signals. 
This was because many columns did not form the normal double top or 
bottom signal. New point-and-figure columns are supposed to indicate 
the start of new price direction trends. But the forecasting success 
rates were still low. 
Requiring simultaneous signaling from two different charts did 
not result in a usable strategy. This was because there were very few 
common signaling dates. However, when two systems did signal simul-
taneously, the next day forecasting results were accurate. 
Part II: Charting with Specific Futures Contracts 
Various alternatives to selling the commodity when sell signals 
were formed by charts were examined in this section of the study. 
Hedging when .sell signals were generated, and buying back the 
contract plus selling the commodity when the charts made buy signals, 
was profitable. This strategy was initiated only if the basis was 
narrowing. Hedging instead of selling when the sell s ~gnals occurred 
generated an annual effective interest rate of 15 percent. 
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A second marketing alternative was to calculate the basis, and 
from the basis, calculate combinations of moving averages.- When the 
basis begins to widen, local price weakness is indicated. Conversely, 
a narrowing basis indicated price strength. However, the prices which 
the charts indicated as selling prices were not higher than the buying 
prices, therefore the strategy failed. 
The final marketing alternative was selective hedging. Selec-
tive hedging is hedging at the start of a price decline, canceling the 
hedge when prices start rising, and reinstating the hedge when prices 
fall again. Only at the end of the test period is the commodity ac-
tually sold in the cash market. The results of selective hedging were 
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generally successful. In every case, the final net price from selective 
hedging was greater than over one half of the charted days' cash prices. 
Some large losses occurred when the futures price rose after hedges were 
placed. These losses were greatly reduced with the addition of ten cent 
stop-loss orders. However, the systems with stop-loss orders generally 
had slightly lower net prices. 
Further Research Needed and Limitations of this Study 
This study was designed to examine some of the possible methods 
of technical analysis. However, there are many more forms of charting, 
and mo-re uses for the results generated by the charts. For instance, 
data from open interest and volume could be included in a charting 
system. Selective hedging models could use progressive stop-loss 
o-rders. This type of stop-loss changes the value at which the market 
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exit signal is given. If the price declines from $6.00 to $5.50 after a 
hedge, a progressive 10¢ stop-loss changes from $6.10 to $5.60. A 
simple stop-loss would remain at $6.10. 
A limitation to this study was that only five years' data for 
one commodity was examined. Expanding the data base to several com-
modities over more years may be of value. 
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IF(I.EQ.(l[f\0+1)) GO TO 100 . . 
REA0(5,3,E WJ=l0Q) ID.ATE( [),CLCSE( !),CASH([) 
IF( I.NE.ICATFC 1 J) GO TO ll 
IF(l.LT.~·q(l)) GO TC 10 . 





IF(l.LT.'-'A(2)) GO TO 10 
CAll MASUB(CLCSE,MA(2),1,SUM) 
MOVAVE( I ,2)-=SU~ 
GO TO LO _. . . _ _ -· · - -· - - --- -- - -- ---
CALL OATECI,CLOSEJ 
GO TO LO 
THIS SECTICN IS FOR Th REE ~OVI~G AVER~~ES. 
C THE MOVING AVE~AGES ARE CALCULATED NEXT. 
1000 1-=0 ------ --· · --- -- -- -- - --· - · 
20 t~l+l 
IF( I.E!':.< IEND+l)J GO TO 100 
REA0(5,3,ENO=l00l ICATEll),CLOSE(l),CASH(ll 
IF l I • N E. I OAT E ( I J ) GO TO 21 
IFCI.LT.~A(l)) GC TC 20 
CALL MA~TE C lCLCSE,~A(l),I,SU~) 
t-1CV AV f: ( I, U =SUM 
IF(I.LT."'A(2)) GC TC 20 
CALL MASU etCLCSE,MAl2),1,SUMJ 
- -, 35 ~CVAVE(l,2t = SUM 
~\ 36 IF ( I • l T • 1-J. A ( 3 ) ) G 0 T C 2 0 
~--3 7_ _ _ _____ _ C..ALL - ~AS U :3 t C LCS .E, ~A ( .3), I, SU Ml - - - -- · 
t:J 
I ." ' 
.• ,.J· · · 
, . ·.. · .... · 
I . . 
-' . 
' · .. ....... _ 
. ; 
.·- .. 












~ C V~VE( J,3) =SUM 
GO TO 20 
C~LL CATE(I,CLOS£1 . ---- - - ~ 
GC TO 20 
f c ~ .~AT( I 4 , 2 0 X I 2 F 10. 6 ) ---- .. 
100 CCNTINUE 
,, - ~- -- --· .... - -- c - . . .. --- --· --- ~- -. --·-
c THf OVER ALL CASH AVERAGE IS CAtCULATED NEXT. 
• . 44 L= ( IE ND+1J-ISTART 
. -
., . . · _ __ . 
_ = _ ___ 45 ____ _ __ _ __ DC 104 IC=lSTART 1 IE~C __ _ _ _ _ __ ______ __ ....... . _ _ _ _ _____ _ ___ ____ ___ .. -- - - ----
46 104 CASHS~=C A SHSI.,+CASHI ICJ _ .... . 
47 CAS~A~=CASHSM/l . " · -··· . . ' . 
-- · ·--- - c ·-·-· - -· ------ --.----- ... ·-· .. - ---·-
c THE BUY CATES ARE SPOTTED NEXT. . . --. ; __ ·.-... 
• 46 JK=O 
. , _ _ . -- 49 _ __ - -- - -- ---- JJ-=0 . . . -- --·--··- -- -- -- -- ---- · . . -- - ... .. . . . -- -- - ---- . .. .. . - . - -- ------· -- -- -- - ---- -- - -- - -- . ..-
,; 50 IFINUPJMA.EQ.3) GO TC 99 -- .·-. · 
• ~1 M~=ISTART-1 
___ _ 52 IF(~OVAVE(MM,l).GT.~CVAVE(r-',.-,2)) GO TO lOl 
53 105 MY='1.'1+1 .. ;) 54 IFC ,.. M.EC.flfNO+l)) GC TO 2CO 
· ·- - - - - 55 _ __ _ __ __ ___ IF(MO~AVE( 1-1M,l).GT.~CVAVE(,.. ,'-1,2)) GO TO llC _ . ,; 








56 GO TO 105 
57 110 JJ=JJ+1 
























IF(~M .EC.(IEND+1:; GO TO 200 
__ I F ( ."18 VA v E (.'1 : 1 , 1 ) .l T .1-' C VA V t ( fl f-A , 2 ) J 
GO TO 1C2 
JK=JK+l 
I Sf L L ( J K ) -= ~ M __ . . __ _ ... 
GG TO 105 
THIS IS FOR THPEE MGVJ~G AVERAGES 
BUY DATES ARE SPOTTED NEXT • 
I-11~= lST ~~T 
GO TO 11 '5 
IF( MOVAVEP-1M,1J.GT.MCVAVE C--1M,2).AND. r-1CVAVE(MM,2J.GT. ___ __ _ __ 
*~CVAVEC~,..,J)) GC TC 130 
120 N~=r-'M+l 
__ _ 1F(PM.EQ.CIE~0+1)) GC TU 200 
IF(\1GVAVEC~M,1).GT. M CVAVE(~M,2).ANO.MOVAVEl~~,2).GT. 
*M O VAVE(,..~,3)) GO TC 125 
GO TO 120 ___ .... _ 
12 5 JJ=JJ+l 
1 e 'J Y c J J J : M ~ 
C SELL SECTION - SELL OATES Af£ SPOTTED . NEXT~ 
74 130 ~~=~M+1 
75 JF( M~.E,. ( IEt\IJ•lJ) GC TO 200 
. .. . ~ . . . ·. 
. -... . · .. . 
, . . ·. 
---- -~- -~ ..... -. 
; : . 
. ... .. · 
--- - ---- - - ~ - - ------ , - -. 
-- --- - - ----- -- --- ----- .. .: ' · . . 
. . . . -· · . . 
. . - --- -- - ---- -- ------ ~ 
___ _ __ ___ _ ____ __ _ ________ ! . . 
76 _ __ _ _ _ IF L"'UVAV E 'M j~ , u .L T .. MCvAVE u~ r~, 21 .AND.t-10VAV E t ~M, 2l.L r. _________ __ . __ __ - - ·- - --- --- -· __ _ 
*MO VAVE(~~,3J) GC TO 135 
77 GC TO 130 
78 _ 135 _ JK=JK+l . 
79 ISELL(~KJ:MM 
t 60 GC TO 120 
-·· --- -81 _ __ _ 2.__0Q _____ ~Rl TE {6.111 LMA(ll ,.t'A(2l.MAt3J ,I YEAR - ---------






























THIS 0 A ~ T WILL PRINT CUT Tri E OATES FCR RUY A~O SELL 
F C F:. . ·1 A T C 1 1 .'-1 C V I N G A v E R t.. G E S A !~ E .... T 1 1 I 1 , l't 1 2 X , 1 2 , • Y E ~ ~ = ' 1 l 2 ) 
hRl T£(6, 131} 
fCP ~>IAT(' BLY CAT E CASH V.hlUE SELL DATE CASH VALUE') 
JT=JJ 
IF(JJ.LT.J~) JT=JK 
DC 145 IAS=1,JT 
., ~ 1 n: t 6 , 1 4 o J 
F CR~A T (' ') 
IFfL3S.Gf.JJ) GC TG 142 
CASH~=CAS~R+CASr(IRUV(lnS), 
WRl TE ( 6,14111 BUY l 19S), C fiSHl l 8UY ( IOSJ l __ _ ___ ____ __ ·-- --- - ______ ___ _____ __ _ __ _ _ 
FCR~~Tl'+',5X,I4,4X 1 f1C.6) 
IFCldS.GT.JK) GC TC 145 
C.ASHS=C.ASHS+CASr( ISE'LU 18$)) .. _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ 
_._ .. _.·_ 
.; -
' i . 
· .! 96 
• ··, 97 143 
145 
W.RIT:l6,143) IS(Ll( l i~ SI ,CASH( ISELL(!8S,J 
fCK~AT( '+' ,28X,I4,4X 1 F10.6) 
. -..... .. ·. 





































CASH :iA =CA SHS/ JK 
wRIT£(6,150) CASHAV 
FCR"'1ATC'0','0'vERALL CASH ~RICE AVE~AGE 1 ,ft0.6) 
wRITE(6,155) CASHBA,CASHSA 
, _ 
. --- ·--· -- -- ---- -- - - - --- - --- ;-·- - --- -. 
, _ 
- ··- ··- - -- -----
155 FGRMAT( 1 0 1 , 1 CASH PRICE AVERAGES 
*',F10.6) 







WRIT£:{6 1 160) 
fCP \1AH'-','THIS IS . FOR THE BUY SECflON 1. l __ __ ______ _ _ 




... ·· · . .. · 
~- - .. 
- i :. 
· .... . -: · ·: 
• ,1'' 
-~- ---- ----- - ---'----------- - - - ---------· ·--- ---- ... ___ , ____ _ 
:-t 
111 WRITE(6 1 165) 
112 165 FCPV.ATC•-•,•H-IS IS FOR THE SELL SECTION') 
























THIS SECTICN WILL FI~D THE PATIO OF SUCCESSES 
WHERE SUCCCSS l.S _ 'CORREC f PRICE ChM'IG£ 1 • -- - . - --- -- - . - - -- ---- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - __ - -- -- - --
!1=0 
DO 311 11-=1,5 
ICNT2-=0 
ICNTl::O 
DO 310 MS-=l,JK 
lf(CASI-. ( ISELL0-1S) ).GT.CASHl lSELL(~SI+I lJl ICl\Tl=ICNTl+l 
CONTir--.UE 
DO 320 MB=l,JJ 
IF(CASHCIOUY(M8)).LT.CASH(IBUY01t3l+ll)J ICNT2-=ICNT2+1 .. -
CGNT INLE 
WRITE(6 1 330JII,ICNT1,JK,IC~T2,JJ 
CCNTI NUE -
FORMAT(' •,3X,'LAG= 1 1 ll,?X, 1 SELL SUCC='•l2,'/',I2,3X,•eUY •, *' SUCC..-=' ,12.'1'•12! -- -- - - -- --- -- - - --- · - --- -- · 
174 STOP 
END 
- - - ----- - ------- -- --
--
. .... · .. . . ··:: 
. , . . · . 
. · .. . ·· 
.· .. . · ... 
.... ~ . 
'( 







THIS SU A ROU TP~F. CALCULATES THE AVE r<..\G E PRICE DlFFE~ENCE 
CN T HE FIVE GAYS F G LLC~I~ G EAC H SlG~Al. 
129 S~B ROUTINE OIFFCiniFF,C~SH,I) 
130 OI M E NSIO ~ I D1ff(200l.CASH(4C0) 
131 SU~l=O 
132 SUM2=0 
. .. 133 __ _ -- ·--- SUM3=0 
134 SUM4=0 
135 SUMS=O 
136 --- -- - - DC 5 J=l,_j ______ -- ---- ____ __ . ----- --- --- --
137 SU~l=SU"'l+(CASHCIDIFFCJ)+l) )-CASH(ID[Ff(J)) 
138 SlJ ,'{2=SUM2+((A$H( IDIFF(J-)+2) )-CASh( IDIFF(J)) _ : . . 
. ·· _ _ ___ 139 -- - - SU.'13=SUM3+(CASH( IOlff(J J•3l )-CASii( I D.lFflJ)) __ __ .. __ _ _ ... ___ _ .. ------·-- ·· ----·--- --- ·- -- - ·· 
c ... 
' ! 140 SUM4=SUM4+CCASI-( IDIFF!Jl+4) )-CASH( IDIFF(J)) 
·c ,. 141 SU:-.15=SUMS+CCA5HC ICIFFtJH·S) )-CASH( lDIFF(J)) _ .1.---. 
'
1 
_ _ _ ____ 142.. ____ _5 _ __ CCNTINUE __ .. -- - ---- - -- - ·- -- -- --- - - ~- -- - --- - -----
., 143 AVl=SUMl/l 
". .; 
~ • 144 AV2=SU~2/I 
' - - - ---145 _____ _ __ AV3=SU~.3Jl __ _____ __ .. - -- _ ___ _ ___ .. __ ____ __ ____ _ ___ _ - -- -- ----- · ___ _____ _ _ _____ ___ _ -- --------- - - - -
146 AV4=SU~4/I 
·c ·- 147 AV5=SUM5/I . 
·=· __ __ ____ 148 __ _ _ _ hR 1 T E ( 6, 10) AV L _____ _ _ _ ______ _ ---- ·- --- _______ ___ ______ ___ _ 
149 hRITE(f. 1 15)AV2 
'C 150 w~ITE(~,20)A~3 
1 51 h ~ I T E ( 6 , 2 5 ) A V 4 _ ___ _ __ _  __ 
152 hRITEC6,30)AV5 
c ;; 153 10 fO R~1ATC' ',• AVERAGE DIFfERf.NCF. FfJR N+l CAYS 1 ,F10.6) 
154 15 Fu R1-1AT(' ',• AVERAGE DlffE PEf\Cf ff'JR N+2 C~YS ',FL0.6) 
l"'U .-,, '1Ait" ",. <~'t:t'(.AI.,;I: vll"'l"'C t< t: l\l..t: rut<. 1'4~.l U.f..lr.) "prlU•OI .: . .... · 
_ . . ··· . . 
1':':> ~v 
·c 1C)6 25 
157 30 
158 
fCRMAT( 1 1 ,' AvE RAGE DIFFEREt\CE: FOR N+4 DAYS ',Fl0.6J 









c --- - . -- .. ---- . --- -- -- --- --------- ---
c THIS S~BROUTINE CALCULATES T~E WIEGHTED MOVING AVE~AGES. 
c 
160 SURROUTINE ~A~TEC(CLCSE,KK,I,SUM) 
161 DI~E~SICN CLOSEC400) 
162 ··· - --- - ---- S~M-=0 __ - -- ----- - - --- - - - --- --- -· - --- -- ----- .. -- ----- - - -- - -- -- - ---- - - -- - -~-
163 SUMl=O 
164 J=O 
165 ______ _ .... LK=KK~l ___ ___ _ __________ -- -- ---- --- ---- --- - . . .. -- .. -- - --- - -- - --- - -- --. 
166 11=1-LK 
167 00 20 IJ=IIrl 
-... . -.. _ . 
.. ··· . . 
. .. -. , . ·. . 
. 168 - J=J+l __ ------- - -- ----- .---- --- ------------ - . 
169 SLM=SU~ + fCLCSECIJl*J) 
- -- - --- - - -- - ... -- -----.----- --- ---------- ---- - --- -1 ,_ : · 
.. 
170 20 SU ~ l=SU~l+J 





----------- -- c____ - --- -- ----· --· -·- -- - -·---- - ---- - ------ --- .-------- ----





SI.JB ROU TIN£ :'1ASU B ( CLCSE,J<.K, I, SUM L - - - - -




















DC: 15 IJ=Il,t 
SU~=SU~+CLOSEtlJl -- --····- __ 
SU ~ =SUI-'/Kt< 
PET URN 
_ E f\D _ 
. . _., . ·· . . 
C THIS SJBROUTINE ·BACKTRACKS hHEN THE N~A~flY C8NTRACT S~ITCHS. 
C THIS PPEVENTS FALSE SIGNALS FRCM JU ~IPlNG CONfRACl PRICES. ··· - · ·--· -·---
C 
184 .. .. -- .. SUB~ OUT lNE GATE {I ,CLCSEL __ ---· .. ____ - - -- - - --
185 OI M ENSIC~ CLOSEC4CC) - i 
186 ~EAD(5,7)10AlES 
. 187 J-=llJATES __ .. _ _ ___ ... _ __ _ . .~ ... . ·. 
18H 5 J=J+1 
189 READC5,q)CLCSECJI • . 
190 ----~ . ____ . IF ( J .LT. ( 1-l) t GO TC _ 5 ______ ___ __ __ _ -- · __ . - - --- -- ·- ·- --- ----- -- - .. ··· . 
191 I~l-l 
192 7 FCR~AT(f4) • . 
. 1q3 _ __ 9_. - -·· FORM AT(24X,_fl_C.6J.. - -- --~- -
194 RETURN 
1q5 END 
. · ... · .. 
- ---·- - .. -- - - -- . ...... 
SENTRY 
_ .... ~ ·.- . 
--- - -·- - ·- - ------------· 
· ... 0 ~ • • • 
- -··· · - - ------- · - 0 ------- - - - - - ------~ - --- - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - •• • -·· · 
_,. _.·_ 
- . - -- - --- - - - --- --- ----- ---------- --·-- - -- - . .. . 
I, : . 
-- -~- - - - · ----......-.-
' • 
. - - - - -·- · · -· - - - ------- - -- -·· - --- -- - -- ·-· ---- . -- - - ------------
MOVING AVEKAGES ~RE ~T3 lO Uu YEAR=75 
BuY DATE CA<;t- V ~LUE SELL :JATE CAS ii .VJ\LUE ~--
103 7.21JCOC 109 7.235000 ., 111 7.41COOO 126 9.5cOJOO 
' ' 142 8.115000 148 7.d55000 
1 5 9 1 • 1 2 5 c c o _. _ _ _  16 4 _ _ 1 • 3 3 J a co _ 
172 7.4luCOC 176 7.C7Z500 
~ i'. 199 6.C75CJO 203 5.b<35000 
>-- -- ------ -210 5 • 9COOOO -. -- _ 213 _. 5. 7775 00 ___ . __ __ _ _ .. ______ ____ _____ _ _ . . .. .. -
I ' 225 5.325COO 234 5.527500 
~ '; ' , 23t: 5.800000 244 'i.76SOCO . ·-. -.... . 
:-- : ____ ____ 253 5. 967500 ___ ____ 2 5 z_ _ _ .. s. 62 5000 - ------. ·------·-- ·-- -- ··-· - ·-· --- ---- --- -·- ··--- -- --
!'l, 2 73 5 • 2 ~ 5 0 J 0 2 8 1 5 • 0 c 2 5 0 0 
\ i · ··: 2 9 o 5 • L 3 c co o 3 o 4 5 • o a 5o o o 
.; -
;· ~ -- _____ _ 308 --- - - 5. 2025CO ____ 319 _ _ . _ 5 .• 495000 .. ____ ·· ·--- _ __________ __ ___ __ _ _ -- ----- ------ ----
· i 320 5.572500 344 5.975000 
\ ''I 
:·· __ _ QVEP.ALL _CASH.._PRICE. AVERAG£ __ 6 .. 32.323Q.. _ __ __ _ _ ----------· . · 1.--··. 
----~ 
; >~ : , : CASH PRICE AVFRAGES BUY CATES 6.2~5529 SELL DATES 6.299280 
\ · SECTION ·-
F C R N + l CAYS _____ 0. 0 16 7 8 6 __ _ 
FC~ N+2 CAYS C.078214 
\ ·' 
THIS IS FOR THF. P.UY 
AVERAGE ClfFERE~CE 
A V Ef? 1\ G E D [ f F E K E T\ C F. 
AVERAGE OIFFERE ~CE 
AVEf?AGE . DIFFERENCE 
AVERAGt OIFFERE~CE 
F C R N + 3 (A Y S 0. 0 8 9 64 3 ':._ . · .. 
' . 
... .... ,... ',.. 
I I I l J & ~ 
AVERAGE 
t.V ER AGE 
AVERAGE 
FOR N+4 CAYS __ C.05d66l -- --- -- -· _ __ _____ _____ _ _____ ____ , ____ __ - -- - - - - -· - ---- - ·-. 
FOR N+S DAYS 0.043214 
-~ -... .. ·._ 
' ' AV EPA GE 
DIFFERE~CE F C ~ N+l 
ClfFERE~CE FC~ N+2 
OlFfERE~CE FCR N+3 
OIFFfRE~C~ FCR ~•4 
OIFFERE ~Cc fC ~ ~•5 




~ : · 
· .. .. ·_ . . -: 
I I 






SELL SUCC= 9/14 
SfLL SUCC= 8/14 
SELL SUCC= 7/14 
SELL SUCC= 8/14 
SELL SUCC= 6/14 
BUY SUCC= 7/14 
euv SUCC= r"J/14 
euv SUCC= f/ 14 _ ... 
e~y SUCC = 8/14 
BUY SUCC= 7/14 
- . --- ----- -----··· -------- ------ --- - --- ----- -- - ---- . -------· ·- ----- -------- - -
STATEMENTS EXECUTED= le4~7 
... ... . 
.. 
. . , • . .. . ·. 
: -- CORE .USAGE __ _ OBJ .ECI ___ CQ!)f= _ _ 8526 BYTES,ARRAY AREA= __ 160lZ _B_'!TES,TOIAL.AREA_ AVA1LABL£.=.· _ ...... -. -
OIAGNOSTJCS NUM8fR CF ERRORS = O, NU~BER GF kARNINGS= O, NU,.,BER OF E XTf~S ... . -.. -.·_ 
--- ---- - - -- -- -- --- - --- .-- - --- .. 
COMPILE TIME= 1. 82 SEC, EXEC L. T I C N T l ME= 5.47 SEC, 10.1)5.17 TUESO~ Y 19 J AI : · ' · 
- ------- ·------ --- -- -- ----- - ----- - - ---
CSSTOP 
----'-- - - ---- ---------- -- -
---- - ------- -- ----- --- - -- - - ---· .. --- - -- -- --- - - -·- - .. - ·-- ---- -- -- - - --------- -- ---·· ----- --- ---- --- - -
-: 
!<' ' ------ ------ ---------------- -----. 
. . . 






( . . 
~ 
{ ' . . 
c ioo 
"' 


















C FRCG~A~ ~t~E BASIS 
C THIS PROG~t~ CALCulATE~ MCVING AVERAGES FRC~ T~E CCHICAGC fUTURES-
C ~~~~EA~CLIS CAS~) tASIS. ~LY CSELL) SIGNALS ARE GENE~ATEC hHEN 
C J~E eASIS ~EGI~S TC ~~~~ G h Ct~PA~CJ. 












C FIRST REAC IN T~E ~u~eER CF MCVI~G ~VERAGES T~~T THE~E ARE • 
c 
REACl~rll f\U ,..,.~A,IST~~l,lE~C,ICON 
l FCR~ATCllrlX,I4,1X,I4,lXrllJ 
c 
C THEN E~TEP 1~ ~N~T LE~GT~ YCU ~A~T T~E ~O~ING A~ERAGES 







C ChECK TC SEE ~HIC~ SECTIC~ TG BE IN 
IFC~L~~A.£~.3) GC lC lOuO 
c 
C ThiS IS T~E SECTIC~ fCR T~C M(~l~G A~ERAGES. IT CAlCULATES THE 
C ~CVI~G AVE~~GES. 
11 I =0 
12 10 1=1•1 
13 lf(I.E~.CIE~ iJ+l)) GC Tr. tcr 
14 REAO(S,~,E~D=lOCJ ICaTECil,CLCSEllJ,CASH(I) 
~--~1~5~--------C~~~L~l~e~~~S~E-71~C~L~C~SE,CAS~,I.eSU~I 
16 EAS IS( 1 J=ESU,_. 
17 lfll.LT.~A(l}j GC TC 10 
18 CAll ~ASLE(UASlS,~A(l),I,S~~) 
19 MC~~~E(I,l)=SL,.. 
20 lFCl.LT.~Al21) GC TC 10 
2l C~Ll ~ASLeCBASIS,~A(~),I,S~~~ 
22 MCV~Vf( lr2J=S~M 
23 GC TC lC 
c 
C T~IS SECTIC~ IS FCR THREe MO~ING AVERAGES. 
c 
lit lC<.;C !:O 
25 20 1=1+1 
26 If( I.EC.( IE~D+l) I GC TO lCC 
27 REACtS,J,ENC=lCC) IC~TE(l),CLCSCCU,CASH(IJ 
28 C~ll EASECCLC~E,CAS~,I,BSu~J 
29 8.6$ ISC 1 )=BSLM 
30 IF-ll.LT.t'A(l)) GC lC 20 
31 CALL ~ASLECBASIS,~A(lJrl•S~MJ 
32 ~CVA~E( I, l)=SlM 
33 IF ( 1. L T • ~A C 2) J GO I C 2 0 
34 C~Ll ~ASLBlEASIS,~AC2JrltS~M) 
35 MCv~vf( t,2J=SL;~ 
36 IFCI.l1."'~(3)) GC lC 20 
37 CALL ~ASLBCeASIS,~~(3J,I,SU,..l 
38 ~(~AVEC1 1 ~J=SL~ 
3Y GC lC ~C 
c 
..... · . 
,; -
...... ·. 
.. ··· .. 
. ... . · .. 
' · . · .... · .. 
~- ·~ .. ·. ···: 
·- .. ·.· ... ·: 
,I '' • . 
""' . ·.. . 
. ..... . 
.. 
' . . 
' . · .. . ·. 
' . - .. 
. . . . ·· 




















40 3 FCR~AT(I4,20~,2f1C.tl 
c 
41 lOC CC"TI~l.E 
c 
c H·E LVER All CA£r AVERAGE IS CALCULATtC t-EI<E. 
.. 
- ·~.- .. ·. . .. -
J 42 L-= ( 1 t~C+l J-IST ~R T 
J 43 JC 104 IC=ISTtRl,IEf\C 
44 104 CAS~S~=C~SHS~+CAS~(l() . 45 CtSt-A'w-=CAShSfiol/l . c 
' 46 Jt<=O . 47 JJ=O ..: · . c THIS SEC TIC~ SElECTS el.~ CATES. . 
"' 48 lf(~Utw,.A.EC.3) GC TC 99 " 49 fo'tw=ISTAPT-1 .. 50 lF(~C~AIJE(~~,l).GT.twCV~VEC~~.~)) GO TO 102 . . 51 105 filtw=MM+l . ·1.·· · · . . 
"" 
~2 IF(~floi.EC.tiE~C+l)) GC TC 2CC 
"' 53 IF(~C~A~E(~~.1J.GT.twCVAIJE(flolfiol,2)) GO TC llC 
_· .... . ·· . ...... .. 
"' 
54 GC TC lC ~ 
55 110 JJ=JJ+l 
" 56 IBU'f(JJJ=f"M 
. 
.. c 
10 c SELL SECTlCt\- SEll CATES A~E SPCTTEC. . c . .. 57 102 f"~=P'M+l . .. ···. 
D 58 IF(flolfioi.£,.(1ENC+1JJ GC TO 2C-O , 
5~ IF(fioiCIJAVEt~~.lJ.LT.~CvAVt(P'P'•~)) GO TO 115 
60 GC TC 1C2 
ol 11~ Jt<=JK+l . :I 
~-- . t---7:~----::-·.;~.=.:.;:...;:....!.:-7..;~~-=!_-..;_ ....;_ ..:......_ ________________ .....;.. __________________ !-·· . . ·. ·· . .-










*MCVAVtl~~,3J) GC TC 130 
120 fiol~=twM+l 
IF(~M.EC::.liE~f+l)) GC TC 2CC 
lf(fiol0v~vt(~~,1J.GT.~CvAVE(~P.,2J.A~O.MCIJA~Elf"~,zl.GT. 
•~CVAIJE(~~,3JJ . GC TC 125 
G£ TC 12C 
JJ:JJ+ 
IfU't(JJJ=f"fiol 
C SELL SECTIC(\- ThiS SELECl~ SELL C~TES 
l3C /'11"=/11/IA+l 
lf(~M.E,.liENC+lJJ GC TO 2CO 
; : . 
' . 
. . ··· . . 
1--....:....;~-----.-~~ f:_· ,:,.( :,..~ ;;.C.;..IJ:.;.A.;..v..;.f..;.(..:,.~.:.,.~...;.'...:.l..;)..;•,..:L:..;,T...;;•..:..r-'_:;C:....;~~A;...:V~E:..:l;_~"_M_:,:..:2:..:J:..:•;_~_"_O_._M_C.:...V.:...A_V_E_C _,., _,.,..;..'-:-2:..:)_ • ..:.l_T_. _________ _____ ·.- . ... 
/II v /II t (.j 1 
GC TG 13C 
• ,I l) 
























































CC 14~ I~S=L,JT 
"f:IT£(o,l4Cj 
F'CRI"A1( 1 1 ) 
c 
If( l[:jS.GT.JJ) GC TC 142 
C~S~R=Ct~~ B +C~S~(lEU~fiOSJ) 
~ PI T t ( 6 , l 4 l ) I I' U Y ( I f: S ) , C A S ~ ( l e l 'r ( I e S J ) 
. A ( + t~X, 4,4) 1 1~.6 







C THIS CALCLLATES T~E MCvi~G A~ERAGES. 





c Tt·IS CALCLLATES H·E eASIS. 
S L 8 RQ l I H; E EAS£tCLCSE,C~SH,I,ESU~J 
Dl,..ENSICr-. CLCSEC4CCJ,CASH(400J 
BSt.~sQ 





~ "? •• • • - • . - .. ·. ·. 
..... .. ·. 
. ..... .. ·. · . . ·: .:· 
. ·- .. · __ 
.... · .. ·: ·. 
~. 
.r ·- . . ·• 
j 
- . .. ... . 
·- . 
0. • • • • 
.. 
. . ' 
.. 
.. . ... . . . . · 
""' . . · 
... -· . . ·: :· 
. .. . ·: :· 
MC\flt\G AVEI'~GES .ARt 2 !: uu ICCN= 2 
bUY CATE CASt- Vl\lUE SELL CATE CASh v~l~E 
2~ ~.4e~ccc 22 S.4?CCCC 
3 l 5 .5 ·15CCC 28 5.4t75CO 
34 ~.145CCC 33 5.81CCCO . 4C 5.57CCCC 38 s.s~ccco 
I 52 5.C9GCCO 48 s.2esccc 
ll 4.olCCCC ~4 5.1(;2,CO . 1t:. 4.e65CCC 75 4.7225CC . 84 4.7S5CCC 77 4.~esccc 
' ~6 4.415CCC c;z 4. ~4 5CCC . 103 4.33~CCC lCO 4.4475CO . 118 4.625CCC 111 4.4t25CO 
( 
ioo 132 4.~t:.25CC 122 4 • .2CJ75CO 
I 134 4.5475CC 133 4.t:.525CC 
I lJS 4.635CCC 138 4.sescca 
"? •• • • •• ·: 
: . 
J 152 4.6475CC 144 4.~~scco 
" 174 4.662~CC 1 ~t:. 4.52SOCC ( 
..... ... -..... . ·. . ·: 
" 202 s.z::zscc 182 4.67~CCC 2lC 5.7CC\:CC 2CS s. ec cc-cu .... -·. . ·: 
' 217 6.2775CC 213 5.t:.450CO 
22 e 6.505C(.C 223 s.sesoao 
( OVERALL CASh P~ ICE .4VERAGE 4.S54S13 
•CASH PRICE AvERAGES eUY CATES ~.Od89S4 SEtl OATES 4.9S~867 ·- .. · .. 
( 
STATF.MENTS E~ECUTED= SC<i1 
( , Cu~E USAGE OBJECT CODE= 51€4 UVTES,ARRA¥ AREA: 17612 dYTES,TCTAl AREA AVAILABlE: 4( 
ClAGNCST ICS ~~~~~~--------------------------------------~~=---~~~-~- ------~~--~~~~~~~~-' NU~EER CF E~R(~S= c. ~~~~Ek Cf ~AR~lNGS• C, ~U~BE~ Cf EXTE~SIC~~ ~-






















···- ·-- - -·-- · --~ -- -·--- ·--- - -- --·- ------- ·---- -- --- ·-- - -
r . SJC e 
( . C F~uG~A~ ~A~E SPEC 
C Tl·dS PRCGfiA,.. SElECTIVll~ t-ECCES. IT HEJGES ~t-El\ M{.;vi~G A~E~AGtS ------- - --- ·· . ·· .. .. 
C SlG~Al SELL, AI\C LIFTS ~~ D ~ES ~~EN ~CVING AvE~O~ES SIGNAL dU~. 
C ~C LC~G ~LCGES A ~ E ~A~E, AI\~ ~C CAS~ SALES A R ~ ~AUE. T~E GCAL 
C l:l TC fl'AI<( f(SlTivt t<Efl.~">l"c f~~ SJCRAGE t..f A CC~~COlJY. ___ ______ ______ ___________ _ _ 
c 
c •' l OI~E~SJC~ MA(3),ICATE(400),CLCSEC400),CASt-(4CC),MC~AvE(40C,5J, 
' 1 • 1 sELL' -1 c c) , I Bt.. Y' 4 c c ) , BAs 1!)' 40 c •, .. E 1.1 P R 1' 4u o > • cAS s s s c 4 c c, --- - ----·---- -·- - --- ----- ----- -- -... . - R t A l .~ C 'It A ~ l: - . . - . -- ------·-
( .. c 
: ·
1 
_________ C --~_IRS t_ _~ EAC IN It_E _ ~UI"eE:I~ CF ~CV I t\G .C v ERAGE S Tt· AT T_!"IERE ____ ARE. ---- -- --·-·- -- -- --- ·- . .,. .. -
C 
(_ ·' 3 R E A C ( 5 , 1 ) 1\ U •"'~ f' A , I S 1 A i< I , l E 1\ C , P E 1\ , I C G I\ T , l : · · 
i ~~--- _4 __ _ ~ __ _ f_(R~~A T( ~ l ~ lX, 14 , _lX t 14, 2-<, F ~. 3, 2X, I l, lX ,f 3 •?} _ _ -------- ------ -- - - ---- _ _-_·. -:.-















C lt-E~ E~TER IN WhtT lE~CT~ YGL. ftA~T THt MCyli\G A~ERAGES 




FCK~ATC?CI2,1XH - -----7·· - --
8 
g 
l 1 = c -. --- - -- ---- -- -. - -. - - ----- -.. --- -·-- -- .. . 
A"Uf"=O 
JJ=C 

























STCP=C J I<= c. -- ... -- ·····-- ·--·- --··--- ·-·-- -· -- -------
IGCCC:O 
ITOTAl=C 















IFCI\U~~A.E~.3J GC TC lOCC 
C THIS IS THE SCCTlC" f(k TwO fi'Cvl"G .AvE~A~ES. 
C ~ O wl~G AWEF~CES. 
32 1=0 
33 10 1=1•1 
IT CAlCULATES lhE 
34 1 r ( I.E c;. ( IE 1\J + U) C C T C 1 CC . __ . _ __ _ ____ _ 
35 REACC5,~,E~O=l G CJ IC~Tt(IJ,CLCSECIJ,CASHCI) 
36 IF ( I • L T • It A ( 1 J ) G C 1 C l C 
37 CALL ~ASLa(CLCSE,fi'A(lJ, _!,Sl~~ 
38 f'IOVA'Vf(I,IJ=SLft 
3'1 IF(l.LT.M.CC2)) CC TC 10 
40 CALL MAS~~t~LCSE,fi'A(2J,l,SL~) 
41 ftCVAVE( 1 ,2J=Sl.fi' 
42 GC TC lC 
·- .. ·. _ . . 
- . . ·· . .. 
------~ - - .. 
. . 
. .. · --- - - ---------- ·- ·- . ·. 









I . ----- . . . 
C ThiS SECTICN JS FCR T~~EE MO~l~G A~ERA~ES. 
c 
43 lOOC I=P _ 
44 ~0 l=I+l 
45 !FCI.E~.(IEI\0+1)) GC TC lCC 
4 6 _ _ __ .. _ _ _ K E A C ( ~ t 3 , E ~ D = 1 C C ) 1 t.: A T t: ( 1 ) , C l C S E ( l ) , C A S t- ( 1 ) 
4 1 I f C l • I. f • ~ A ( 1 ) ' G C 1 C ~ C .. 
48 CALL ~AS~B(ClCSE,~A(1J,I,SL~) 
4 <I _ ____ _ I" G V A V E ( I , 1 J : S l ~ _ 
50 lfl l.Lf.fiA(~)) GC TC 20 
. 51 CALL ~ASLOCCLCS~,~AC2),1,SL~) 
· ___ _ _ 52 ______ ____ ~CVAVE:C 1,2 J=Sl.fol . _. __ _ 
. --- . - -~- · -- ----~-- - - - ·- ---- -- - - - -- - - - - -
53 1FCI.I.T.I"A(3JJ GC lC 20 
54 CALL ~ASLB(CLCSE,~AC~),l,SL~) 
55 MCVA~f( I 1 3 J=Sl.l" __ ----- ---- ----- ----- - -- - --
St. GC TC 2C 
c 








Tt-IS SECTIC~ CA~CELS ~ECGES Rt-lCt- ARE ~ACE BElCa. 
1f(N~~I"A.E~.3) GG TC SS 
"'"'=ISTA~T-1 
.; -
-~ .· .. 
i . 
.. 
-.... . · . 
. · 1.· · ·. 




















lF(MC~AvE(foll",lJ.GI.~CVAVE{I"M,2J) GO TC 1C2 
fo/1"=1"1"+1 . 
lfCfoi~.E,.CIEI\C+CJJ ~C TO ~CC 
IF( lflAG.L[.O.AI\D.,.,CvAvE(MI",l).Gl.(MCVAVE{I"I",2J+PE~JJGC TC 1C2 
If( JFLAG.[ ;.; .l • .6f\u.~L~A1Jt:<"'"'• U.i..il.Om\t.llVEU~ .... ,2J+PE~) J GO 10 llC 
H · C lfLAG.E(.;.l.AI\O.llC~t(M,.,J .lil.( llA!:)H+lJJ ~L IU l"lu 










---- -- - -- -----
1a - -· ·· --- ll=lt•·r · .. _ __ - -·· ···-· · · - ---- - - --- -- . --- -- · ·- -- ---- ·--·- - -------
79 ISTCP=~~ 
80 ~EOSu~=~EDSUI"+~ETPRI 
81 ~EDPRlCLLJ=~ElPRl . 
82 ~ETPRI=C 
83 Av E rEC=~ECSL~If 
84 CAS~~E=lCASh --· 
d5 CASSu~=C~SSU~+CAS~~E 
E6 CASSSS<LLJ=CAS~~E - ----- - - --- --- ·--- -- - - - -
87 'AS~RE=C 
88 ~~ECAS=CASSL~/f 
89 lfCI'C~A~EC~M,1J.lE.~CvAVEC~1',2)) GO TC 10~ 
C SELl SECT ll~- HEuCES AI(E I'ACE t-ERE . - - - -- -----------·-----~ 
c 
so 10~ ~1'=1'~+1 -- - ------- --- --- -------- - -- --- - ---
9l IF(fii,.,.E,.lEf\0) GC lC l.O ~ 
S2 IFC~Cv~~((,M,l).lT.(~CVAVEli'~,2J-PE~JJ GG TC 115 
______ J3 __________ G~·C~l_C~-'~~C =~--------------· 
- . 
. . . ··· . 
. . ·- .. · . 
. . .. . -. 
.. .. 
·- . -·. 
.. . ·. 
c 
Y4 11~ CC~TI~lt 
95 91~ ClCSEP=CLCSE(~~+ll : 
~6 J~=JK+l 
97 lSF.LL(J~)=~~ 
-- -- -. -------- -- ·- --------- ------- -.... . ___  -:--_ --- -- ... ... 
( ~8 ~~~=~~ 
99 lfLAG=l . 
, · - · --100 ·-·-- .. --- I H II .E ,-. T>'Go-rc- ·4it_5 ____ ___ ___ _ -·- ·----- -- --







103 'tit 5 TCASH=C ~ 5t1t ~fll-tl f ---- -- --- - --- -- -- ---·- -- __ .. ____ -·-----·------ ·-- ----
104 GC TC lC~ 
-- -- -- --- C Tt-lS lS fCR ThREE ~C~l~b AV _ERAGES . c- ·- - - - - - . . . . ·---
! . . 





If( JFlAG.LE.C) GC ' iC- i'Jc ·-- · -------- --- -- - -- ------- - ------------ -- --- - -- - - - ----- - · ...... ·_ . ·.· 





*~CVAVE(~~,3)J GC TC lJJ 
~,=,f'l+l -- · ~ ---- ---·---· 
lf(M~.E,.CIE~C+l)) GC TO 2CC 
1f(lflAG.LE.O.A~C.~C\AV((~~,l).GT.(~GVAVE(~~.2)+PEN).ANC.~UVAVE 
*(~~,2J.GT.~CVAvc(~~,~J) GC TC 13C 
If( lfLAG.E~.l.~~C.MC\AVE(~~,l).GT.(~GVAvf(M~,2J+PE~).A~J.~GvAvE 
*C~~.2J.GT. ~CVAVE(~~.~J) ~C IC 12~ 
lf(lFLAG.E,.l.At\C.CLC$E4MP'l.GT.llCASH+l)J GC lC 125 ·- - -- .. ·- - · ---- ---






12~ CC~ll~t..f . -- ··-- ---- ·- ·--·- · - ·-··---- -- · - ·. - - - ·-·-- · -~- - ~ -JJ:JJfl 
Iel.'t(~JJ=~~ 
: 
££' JrLAu=~ - -c--·· f\t:J Ff<GFlT · p·Eif - t-lC<:E IS CAl.CULAT-· Ec t-ERE.- -- -- ---·- - - - ·-- · ·-· - -- - - -- -- .. - - -~ ·-· - - ----:- - . . ···. 
118 ~ETPR[:~ETPRlfClCSEP : 
119 wETPRl=~ErPRl-CLCSEl~~+l) 




12 3 ·--- -- ----- -- -I.'l = L l + l 
12~ ISTCP=~~ 
125 . t-EDSU~=t-ECSLM•~ETPR[ 
126 HtCPRl(ll)=~fTP~l 
· 127 ~ETPRI=C 












C SELL SECTICI\ 
l~C 1"~=1"~+1 .... _ 
lf(~~.EC.IENC) GC TC 2uC . 
If(M C V~\E(~~,lJ.lT.~CvAVEC~~,2J.A~u.MC~AVE(fii~,2J.LT. 
* ,.. C V A V E ( fW fit , 3 J J G C T C 1 3 5 _ _ _ _· . __ _ _ . _ _ _ 
GC lC l~C 
13'3 CCt\Tl~\JE 


















--- - --- - . -- ·- ··-·· ·--- ·-- .. ---·--- · ·- . - - - . -·- - -- - ·· -- ---- -- -- ------ - - -- - - -- -· ----- ------ ---- ·---· . - ------ - ---. 
1't't lfLAG=l 
14~ lf(U.U~.U GL TC 4t!: 
146 ·- - - - ---- - L.l= l ----·· -. 
147 1GC=M~ 
------ --- ~--- - ---- --- -- - -- - · -- - - - -- --·-·- -----.- ------ __ .. _, . . · .. ·: ·. 
148 465 TCAS~=C~S~t~~-+1) 
~ 49 ·- --· GC TG 1~0 
C ThE; C'wEK All -CASt-:· A\I(HA(E-





DC 104 !C=IST~RT,IE~C 
CA.i~~~=CASt-:~M-+CASt-:(l(J - - - - - ·- ... -- - ·-- - -·- - .-- - -- ·-- --·---- - ·---·- ·-·- -- ·- ---·-- ·----- ----.,. . ·_ .. 
C~SrA~=~ASrS~/IEt\C 
-- ·- __ _ _! _~~ -·-·- ~ R [ T E ( b , l 11 J ~A ( L J 1 11 A ( 2 J 1 ~A l 3 ) , P E f\ • 1 CON T ,z c · - --lrdS P~kl ~lll P~I~l CuT TH: CATES FCR IJV1 At\C SEll -- - --- ·- - ---- ·-----·-- - ---· . ·· . . 
155 111 FC~~Alt'l ~C~. AVE. A R E',~I4,2X,l2, 1 PE~=',F5.3,lX,Il,!X,F4.2) 
15t •RITEt6,l37) 
157 137 fCRMAlt' START ~ECGE - . CANCll t-EJGE -GAl~ ~S CASt: .. V.AluEi f ··--- -· --- - - --- --- - ·- -·.;_.:_. 
158 Jl=JJ 
15~ CC 14: lfS=l.JT 
160 ~R ll E (6, 14-0) . ----------- -------- -- --------- -- .. - -·- --- .. ·--- --· ·-- - - ----- --·------- --- - -- . 
161 14C fCR~,11( 1 ') 
162 Jf(~ECP~l(lOSJ.LT.CJ GC TC 751 163 ----- ·- l Gu C C =I GC CD • ( -- --- - . ---------·- ----·-- . .. _ ... _____________ _ --- - --· --- -·- . - . 
164 751 ~hiTC(t,l~lJI5ELLCieS),Ie~~(lSSJ,rEOPRI(lfSJ,CASSSSClBSt 
165 141 FC R ~Alt'+ 1 ,3~,14,S~,l 3 ,4X,fd.4,3),f6.4) 
166 llCTAl=ITCTAl+1 
167 145 CC~TI~LE . 
1~8 ~~ItEt6,15JJ CAS~A~rAVtr.Ec,~~ECAS,HEDS~M 
.. 169 150 f-l .. t<oo1AT( 1 0',5X, 1 CASt-:',F8.5r' hEC=',f8.5r' ~C'vt:i: 1 ,F8.5•' NtTHEC= · -. 
*tf8.5) 
"'PITE(6,733) ICCCC.ITCTAl 170 
171 733 FC~~ATl'G 1 ,10)1, 1 $LCCESS RATIC - = •,13,')'~131 
c 





















- - - - --- -- ·- -- . - ... -·- .. 






e S U l"l= e S L M t ( (.l C S t: ( 1 ) - (ASH ( ll I 
RETUR" 
... E~C 








DC 15 IJ=llrl 
SL~=SL~+CLCSEtiJ) 
. . --- - --- . · 
. 
- --- -- - -· ------- Jill' . . ·_ .. ·.· ... 
. . ·· . · : 
. . 
S I.. II= SL fill< K .. . -- --- _ _ .. --·- ------ - --· . - -------- - ··------· ---- -- - ·--- ------ ·- ---. --_-. . · . . . . · 
PETLPt\ 
E"O c 
C ThiS SUdROUTINE CALCULA~ES Thf A~EKAGE ~ASIS FC~ DAYS CN-31 -






· ' 19.3 
194 
l ss 
I ' lCj6 ; 






(. r · 203 
I 
I - ~ 
I 
:1 ! 
---- ·- ·- -- " - ·--- , ___ - -- -· -- - -- -- - ... " _ , _ . ------ - ---- - - ---- -----SL eRULTINE EAV((CLCSE,CASH, t,cSACI 
Ol~ E ~SLC~ CLCS£(4CCJ, CASn(4JUJ 
B'S AC= C 
---- --- - F 
2 
0 . ·- - · · - -- -------- --~- --------- - - ----
~l=I-t: 
lF(~L.CE.ll GC TC 4 - - --- , ( ~ 1 .. - - -- -- - - - ---- - --- -'- --- --- - - - - - --- -- - --
4 ,~l=ML+~ 
CC 267 IRC~=~l,~~L 
---------- B 5 AC= rl SAC+ ( C l C S E ( I ~c· r\ J ::c.A ·s~ -- ,-·1 ~(1\ -j )----- ---- -
l.67 F=F+l 




--- - ----# .. · . ·.- ·. . -··-
....... · 
c :·1:' 
c 1l ,, 




~- ( l : 
~~ ._ .... 
' q 
. ~ -
~- -- J.:. 
----·------
---------- -----
-- - - ·- --- - ------ ----- ----... - · ---- -- -- -
: 
------ --- -- -- ---· - -- · - - ·-·- ---- --- _______ , ___ _ ____ ----·· - - -- ----- · _,. . . ·. 
----- -------- - -- --
----- -- ----- -- - ----- ---·---·---- ---- - - -------- ---- - · -- ... .. · 
__ ___ __ ___,. . 
. . ·-
·---- ----- - - - -- - - ----- -- - - -- - ---- - · -· - -- · - . ·r"" " · - · - - .. · -
- ~-- - - ~----- ----- ----- -- - - - - ·- ··----- --·--- - --·-----··----- - - ·- .. 
, WI 
( 
I 1 . . 2 
. . 
















( ~ 16 
~ 17 
~ J.!j 










"' 26 Ia 27 
~ 28 




















c PRCGR.Ofo' ~At-£ t-E CGE 
c lHIS PRCGR.Ofol ~ECCES 'St-CRT' W\t-E N A SEll SIGt\Al CCCURS, ANC CANCELS 
c Tt-E t-E CG E ~l-EI\ A rll't' 51 Udl CCCL~S. 




c FIRST REAC 11\ TI-E "U~eEP~ CF ~CVlf\G AvEKAGES lhH THERE ARE. 
c 'PEl\' IS THE AfJCl.I\T CF PEI\ETI<.OTICI\ RE:i,JJIREC TC t-CNOR A SIG~Al. 





c THE~ EI\TEH IN WHAT LEI\Glt- YCU ~AI\T Tt--E MOviNG AvERAGES 
c USE 12 FC Ri~A l ~ITt- CNE SPACE SEPARATir\G Tt-E FC~~ATS 
c 
READ(5,2) (~A(K),K=1,1\U~MA) 
2 f(H."AT(~( I2,1X)) 
I (a C 
Af\U,.,=O 
JJ=C 







ICCl.NT:C . .. --
A 'v Et-E C-=C 













lFC~LfJ~.O.EQ.3) GC 1( 1000 
--c TH fS 1 S H-E SECTICI\ FC~ T"G M~\111\G A'VERAGES. 11 DETERMJ~ES Tt-!E BASIS 
c .ANC H·E fJC~li\G A'vE!oiAGES. 
l=O 
10 I=!+l 
lfCI.E~.CIEI\0+1)) GC TG lCC 
REACC5,3,EI\D= lOCJ IC~TE( I) ,CLCSE (I) ,CAS~( IJ 
C t L L e ti~ tl C l L ::, t: t l. A ::, r ' l t tl ~ U I" J 
8ASISC ll=OSU~ 
IFCI.ll.r'AC1)) GC TC lC 
l:"~Ll ~.~Sl.!HCLCSE,MA(l),l,S~"'J 
~CV.A" U I, U=Sl.~ 













.··· . . . · 






C~ll EA\£(CLCSE,CAS~ 1 l,tiSAC) 
A,._Ufo' = ES~C 
GC TC lC 
c -. 
n---------~C~1l~H7I~S~S~E~C~TT7I~C~~~l~S~F~C~~~T~~7~~E~E--M~~~\~I~~~G~A~v~t~k-A~G~E~S-.------------~~-------------------------
C EASIS A~C ~CVING AVEP~GES AME (ALC~AllEC ~ERE. 
( ~ 
r---~~~7,-~trc~c~c~1I~:~c~-------------------------------------------------------------------------
48 20 I=I+l 
49 Ifli.EC.(IE~D+l)) C:C TG lCC -· 
r---,5~0~------~R~E7A~c7c~5~,~3~,~E~,~C~=~l~C~C~)~I~C~t~T~E~(~l~)~,~C~L~C~S~E~l~I~)~,C~A~S~~- ~(71 7)------------------------------------
51 CALL e~SElCLLSE,CASr,I,~Su~) 
52 fASISli)=CSUfo' ~ -
r---~5~3~------~l~F~I~I~.~l~T~.~~~4~l~1~1~J~G~C~l~C~- ~2~0~-----------------------------------------------------
~~ CALL fo'AS~B(CLCSE,~Atl),I,S~M) 
55 MCVAVE( J,l)=SLM 
56 IF l I .LT. /It A ( 2) ) ( C T C ~ C 1.· · ·· . 
57 C~Ll fo'~SLelCLCSE,~A(2),l,S~fo') 
58 ~CVAVE( J r21=SLfo' 
5~ 1Fil.Ll.~A(3)) GO lC 20 
6C CAll fo'AS~B(CLCSE,,.,Al~J,I,SLM) 
l:l MCVAVE( l,~)=SL~ : 
l:2 CAll EA~E(CLOSE,CAS~rlrSSAC) 
cJ ~,..L~=ESAC 




100 CC~T IM.E 
c 
C THlS SECTlC~ lS FC~ T~r Mr.VJNC A~rRAr.~'-
~ . 
C T~JS SECTIC~ liFTS hECGES. 
c 
67 IF(~U~~~.EQ.3) GC lC S9 
68 ~M=IST~RT-1 ,. . . · . . -.-
69 IF(MCVAvEC~~,l).Gl.~CVAVElM~,2)1 GO TC 102 
1C 10~ ~~=~~+1 
11 lF(~~.E,.(JE~C+C)) Gl 10 2CC 
12 IF(MC\~y[(MM,l).GT.C~CVAV((fo'M,2l+PE~)J GC TC 110 
73 GC TC lC~ 
74 110 CC~TI~LE . ·· . . . ·i 
15 If( lCCLf\T.LE.Cj GC TC 102 
l---~7~b;,_ ______ ___:J;_J;.=:.:J~J~+.!..l...,--..,....,.., ___________________________________________________________________ • .· :'._. .:·' 
17 18U'V(JJ);~~ · · · · 
C T~IS PART CALCvLATES ~El RETU~~ PER ~EDGE. 












C THIS ?ARl CALCUL~TES ,..El RETL~N PER CASH SALE CALTER~ATIVE TO 
r--------C~~tE~D~G~- ~~~~G~)~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------------------------------~---- -. 
8C1 (.AS t-:R E = ( T CASt-+ C (l C.~ S r ) • ( ~) * ( I" ,._fa! M M) I 36 C)) 
90 CASSuM-=CAS~Ufo'+CASh~E •· 









( . ~6 . <;7 
' so 
( . . 












































c T ... lS SECT I(/\ PLACES ~fC(£~ IF l ... ( BASIS IS t>.ll ro'CviNG THE -RCI\G c 
102 ~,.,=~'-1-tl 
lf(~~.u:.IEf\C) GC TC 200 
lf(~CvAvE(MM,l).LT.(~CVAVE(~IW,2l-PEt>.)) GC TC 115 
GC rr: 1C2 
11~ CCt>.TJI\~E 
c Tt-:E CURREI\T eASIS iS CCf'IPA~(L: ~IT~ Tt·E OASIS CF fiVE DAYS AGC. 
c l ... E CU~RE~T EASIS ~~ ~C~FAktC ._,1 ... lt-~ AVfRA'E CF FC!..!R PREVICUS 
c CAYS• eASIS. T .. E L.AY S L~EO AR f: lN-31 - '1\-t:) • 
IF( EASIS(~M).LT.8ASISUH1-5) )GC lC 919 






IF<II.E'-.UGC TC 445 
I I= 1 
IGC=1'4f' 
445 TCASt-I=C~$ ... (,.,~+1) 
GC TC lC ~ I 
13 3 ICOt-NT=O 
GC TC lC ~ 
c 
c Tt-IS IS FC P T ... REt MCVII\G AVE~ AGES 




*,_CVAVE(fl'~,3)) GC TC 13C 
12C ,..PI=fi,f-1 
IFCM~.EC.(IEND+l)J GC TC 2CC 
lf(~C~A~tCMM,l).~T.~CVAV((~~,2J~AI\O.M~V~VE(IWM,lJ.GT. 
•fi'CVA~f(ro'M,3)) GC TC 125 
GC TO 12C 
12 ~ CC~TII\t-E 
IF( ICCUI\T .LE.C) GC TC 130 
JJ=JJ+1 
ll!UTl .J..J l=f'lf'A . 





t- =t- •l 
ll=U.+ 1 
ISTCP=JW,., 
t- t U ::» v '""' = t" t U ~ u i"' 9 fll t I .. J( 1 




c THIS PAkT C/ILC.ULATES T .. E NET RETLR,... PEK CASt- SALE (AlTERI\ATiv~ 
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C~SSU~=tASSU~+LAS~~E 
CASSS S(lt)=CAS ... ~E 
CASt-~<E=C 
A'wE C A~=CASSUf'/f 
c SELL SECT ILl\ 
13 c lttw=:W~+l 
lf(f'lf'I.E~.lFI\C) GC TC 200 
lFC,.,C'wA'wl(~,.,,1J.LT.f'ICVAvEC~~.2J.A~D.MCvA~f(M~ 1 2J.lT. 
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I I= 1 
IGC="'hl 
465 T CAS H.: C A S h ( t-: M t 1 ) 
GC TC l2C 
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GL T~ l2G 
c 
20C CCI\Tit\uE 
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t• I • •• '-- '\ "- f .. -" t • 
13 7 fCI<MAT(' STAkT ~ECGE CANCEl t-EDGE GAll\ \IS CASH VAll.E'J 
Jl=JJ 
CC 14~ H~~=lrJT 
~~lT£(6,14\.IJ 
14C FCRM.ll(' . )
lfl t-CL;f-t< I ( IBSJ.lE.l:~SSSS( l~SJ) vC TO 75T 
ICCCO=IGCCO+l 
751 ' 1 "R I T E ( 6 , ... 4 1 ) l SElL ( I c 5 ) , I t!U 't ( 1 e S) , r E 0 P R I C I E S J , CAS S S S ( 1 B S) 
141 
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c THIS SUS~CL.TINE CALCUL~lES Tt-E AvERAGE 
c (f\-6). 
SLeF LJ Lllt\E eAVE(ClCSE,CASh,I,ESAC) 
OIMENSICN CLCSE(4CC),~A~H(4CC) 
e S AC=O 
F=O 
~l=l-t 
lf(~L.GE.l) GC TC 4 
l"'l==l 
4 f!I~L=~L+~ 
cc 267 IFCCt\=IWl,IW,_,l 























~ : J v [ 1\ G AVERAGES ARE J lC 2C FEt--=c.ccc 2 
S TA ... T ~ECGE CAI\CEl t-ECCE ~A IN IJS tASt- vAluE 
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12t 135 4.~;75 4.5744 
1 Je 'i 177 4.C:t2'5 4.6541 
c ' 19l 1S5 4.7EOC 4.1432 
J 
t- ( c li-= 4 • 5 t: 4 37 ~ ~L'vE=4.57S281 . . Sl.CCESS RATIC = 21 4 
' 
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• COKE USAGE a eJECT CLOE= 76~0 d'1TES,Ak~,sy AREA= 20812 BYTE:S 1 TGTAl APEA AVAILABLE= 4( 
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.,. 
(. .,.· 24 I=I+1 
1" 
26 !LEAD (5, 3) !JA'IE (1) ,HIGH (I) ,tCiJ (I) ,CA.:>H (I) 
27 lf(I:JA!E(IJ.~H.I) SlCP 
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~ ( 33 X=X+H 
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e. ... ; 36 18 IF(O-t1.I.1 • . LCi'(l)) GC IO 30 
37 C=C-M 
ls Gc- ='I~o~~-----~----------------------------------
c C6EAT1NG X'S 
61 , c 
----~3~~9~-2~0~ --I-=I+l _ __ _ 
( " 40 .IF (I.G'I. IEND) Gu TO 999 
41 RFAD(5,3) IDA::E(I) ,:iiGII(I) ,LG~l(I) ,CAS!t{I) 
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___ _ ?_~----·_ · _ IF (~ Ci\(l).:. r: . (C- ~·!)) \iC TO 18 
' · 55 IF ('llu!i (I). LE.G+ (~~·1}) .. GC' - iu -JO -----------~------~ - -
£' •! 56 CEul=G 
57 x=o ~ o~·~ ... - ---sa·- -- ------ ·c;·a· oro ~6 __ ___ _ __ ....__ 
( ,. c 
C P~I SICTION .. -------e:--- -- ·----------· --- ----- --- - - ---- -
.. ,! 59 "0 IFI.A~S=O 
~ 6J IFLA~B=1 
q-; --~6, -~- rnt~ffi(~~fifiH~-~olo~,~6~-------------------------· - -
r ~ 62 JJ=JJ+1 
. ·~ 6 3 __ I E J Y_j ~-~J..:: IDA 'I E _1!L 







r J 65 50 IFLAGE=O 
-----------------------------------------------·· --
•• .... 1 --___,.6 6 IF LAG~= 1 
61 ___ _ __ 1 F -<'t~ A--:l · F:-rtr~L"r.-rst K~ tr-.;o·rc ra 
.r .,: 68 JK=JK+1 
~ 69 ISELL(JK)-=ICA!!(I) 
---,CI-----j' C' ·tcf· -, g--- ------- ..:_ __ _ ------------------------···· .. 
,, '"' c 
c ----c--- -- - - ---- ---- -- -----
·' ·"' c THlS IS FCE 'I~E EACK tATA DAYS •• .. c 
,,. . 11 --gg i<=I:JX-~ 
~~ · ~ 72 l=I-1 
73 100 K=K+l 
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- - . .. . . 
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.,. i- ---go·--- - - - 'TF {LO"Z {K) + {~l*"Ir. 7'E. ~r-{;u '!C ---217 
91 X'I:CP=X 
\o ' 92 O=X'IOP-M 
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~~ C fRCGRA~ ~A~f CAS~~KT 
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C ~A~t<ET C~LY. 
C T~ERE IS A 'PE~ET~ATIC~' ~E~UIRE~E~T, CALLED 'PE~'• 
:'----- ----'- --- -·- - -· - ---·· -- -· - - ·- - ------------- · ------- ---- -- --- -------- -
(' i .: 1 CIME~SICt\ MA(~),lCATEC4CC),CLCSEC400a,CASI-C40C),~(vAVE(ItQO,~~ • 











--- -'2 - - . --- REAL . ~C\tAvf -- ------ -- - -- -- --·- ____ _ __ _:_ ___ _ .. ____ ·-- ----- ------ --- ----- - . . -·-- ----.. - ·- - --- -. --__ 
c -
C fi~ST REAC I~ THE ~U~BE~ OF MCvi~G A~EkAGES TrAT THERE ARt. 
', ~ - (._ _ _________ .... -· --- _____ ____ ______ .. __ __ _ ------
3 REACC5,1) ~U~~A,IST~~T,IE~C,l)EAR,PEN 
4 1 FCRMAT(IltlA,I4,lX,t~,zx,J2,2X,f5.3) 
. --
------------ ~ 
·~ ________ L__ __ ---- -- - - -- ··-- ·- --- --·- --- -- --·--- ---.. ·-- _ ____ ______ .. _ _____________________ _ _ __  .. _ ____ ______ _ 
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C LSE IZ fCR~AT •ITr C~E SFACE SEPARAT!~C T~t FCR~~TS .. _____ (.________ _____________ ___ ____ _ __ ____ · - ·- · ---- -· ---- ---- - - -~ ·-
5 REAOC5,2) (~AC~J,~=l 1 ~U~~A) . 
6 2 FCR~AT(~CI2,1X)J 
=· _ ___ ] _ ______ CASI-:S~=C 
8 C~S~B=O 
9 C~S~S=O 
" ____ 10 _ ___ __ REA C ( 5, ~ 6 1 ) I C • I 0 C 
11 3t7 FCR~Al(J2,1X,!3J 
C C~ECK TC SEE ~HIC~ SECTIC~ TG · fE IN _ 
' _ __ ___ lZ __ . ____ IF (~U~~A. E,._3 LGC lC _lCOC __ __ ____ ___ _____ __ _____ _ ______ ____________ ______ ____ _ ___________ .. __ :· . .- .:· 
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---------------- -- -- ------- .-- - . . ... _ 
. . -,. ___ ___ 15 - --- -
16 
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- -- -~ --- · -~·- · ---- · - - - --- --- ·· - -· --- --
ll 
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lf(!.~E.ICATE(l)) GC TG 11 
1 f ( I ~ l T • ~ A C 1 } ) G C T C 1 0 _ --------·- - ________ _ __ _ _ _____ _ __ .. __ 
CALL ~ASL8(CASI-,~A(I),l,SU~) 
MC'VA\if( J,lJsSU~ 
IF(I.tl.MA(2Jl GO TC 10 . . ·-------- ---
CALL ~ASU8(CASh,MA(2J,I,SL~J 
fo!CVA\it(I,2J=SLM 
GC TG lC --------- -- ------- - --- -·- - - ·------·--- - __ _____ ___ ___ _  _ 
CALl CAlE(l,C~S~J 
GC TO lC 
--- ----- - c __ .. ·---- ---- .. --- ·- · -- --- -· -----·- ·-- ------ ---- ---- ---- ------- -·-·· ---- ---c THIS SECT1CN IS FCR T~~EE MO~l~G AVE~AGES. 
c 
_27 lOOC _ la.O _______ ____ _ 
28 20 J-=1+1 
29 IFCl.E,.CIE~D+liJ GC TO lCC 
' ·:- ; 
. . - ·- --- . -- - : :_: :·_' 
_______ 30 _ __ . REACC 5, 3 rEND= lOC l ICATE (I l , _c;~Stl_(_l __ t __ _ ______ __ __ _________ _ . _____ --- ·-·· 
G 31 lf(l.~E.JCATE(IJl GC TC 21 
32 I F ( l • l T • ~A ( 1 ) J G G T C 2 0 
___ 33 ___ ___ CALL fi'~SUf(CASI-,~A(l J,J,SUfi'_) ____ ~---- ------------ -- ___ _ 
34 MCvAVECJ,ll=S~ .. 
35 IFCI.LT.~A(2)J GC TC 20 
36 CAll ~ASl.tHCASI-,MA(2Jrl,SL~)_ __ 
37 MC'VA\if(I,2J=SU~ 









.. ~ C VA V E ( f"~ 3 ). ;;; S l.·,.---- - - ----· 
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CALL CAlE(I,CAShJ 
: , 4.3 GC TO 2C . --· -- ------ -- -------- - - ------- -- ··------ ----- - --- -- --------- - --- --
·- .· c 
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c 
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1'
1
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:•s· ____ (_ ____ - --- - --
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1t ,. 51 JJ=O 
___ 52_ _IF C f\U" ~A. E c;. J J __ GC ___ lC_9_9'-------------------
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· J----znr----s·u-~! 2"S1=~lfTZ3'r +S-:Ji171"".J--------------------------------
215 3U~3S1=5ld3Sl+SUctlS 
216 SJ ~ 4SI=S~ J 4S1+5DM4S 
---2T s :n·:> s· ~-= s ~ .1 5 ~- : •·s a :: .... s--s,__, __ 
218 Ci\~:l'I~=LA.S rli!+CASiiAY 
219 CA:J :!:J 1=CAS;iJI+CASHE:A 
---220 ---cl ..s ~rs 1 =c-r;·sws-r+c As ii"s-,,__--------------- -------
221 1000 CCNTINUE 
c 
c Y::x~ 1ot-xrs 
222 CA.S H1A=CASH11;5. 
223 ~fi1? (c, 1001) C~SYIA,M,.a.. 
~~----~-:~---.-a C""IF-Ct:TA1 -{ .-1• ·-,777- r-,•-cv E~;i\-n:-c-.fS1fa"VErt~"Er;TTO. 3, Jx ,F!I. 2, JX, 1 1) 
c ,.. 2 2 5 C A S :u 'l = C A S iH3 T I 5. 
226 C A.3 ii.Sl=CA.J :iS'I;5. 
---'1:21 ---:.;-~ 11 E .( :5 ~ TD \J 2)--C .ITiTd'r,C"ASTfST 
228 1002 FO ~j A'l('J CASH P~ICE AVERAGES FOE YEARS EUY DATES',F10.3 
229 ~ r- IlE(o,70J) 
230 700 FOE~A!('-',~THIS IS FOH THE EUY SECIION 1 ) 
,.----2JT --- -· - ~---· s:J :{ f3I::;;o·'I13T/~---··- ·- - ----------------------· 
< _, 232 .3'J :i 2B1=SUi12B1;5 
233 SJ ~ lal=.SU~J~I/5 
---2.,....:pr------.stl'·i43t=5tL·f4Wt;~------------------------------------
235 S:J~3J1=SUct~E1;5 
236 SU~1S1=SU~1Sl;5_~-------------2-3_7 ______ SU M-2Si=STfM2S'f7_, 
( " 
(. . " 238 SU~3S1=5U~3Slj5 
239 SU M~S1=~U14SI;5 
----240 su ,~· ss-t=stL(Ss'f1 s~------------------·--------------------
< .. 2 4 1 :; 2 :: I F. ( o , 7 1 ) ) ~ IJ ~1 1 3 'I 
~ · 2 4 2 ii R I 'l F ( 6, 7 2 0) S U :12 BT ----2ri3 ____ ______ -~hi1f. (6,7JO) sb:-:3t1 ··- --- -- ------· --
244 ~ ~ ~~~(C,74J)SU]4El 
2 4 5 ; Li I T :: ( o , 7 5 J ) S U ~i 5 B 'I . 
.. ---2 ·4 6--------- ~ R 1 "i z-< o ~ 1 au) -- - - - - ---------------
<. •. 
<: " 247 iirtii~(o,710).SU :·11ST 
248 a f; I 1E (u,720)SU~2SI 
---=2 4 9 h r, IT:: ( 6 -~- 7 3 J) S rJ :1 JS f ------=-------------
c ·,. 250 jf!1E(6,740)5~j4ST 
251 i ~ I:~{&,75 0 )SOj55T 
--~252--710--Fc~ .iA I (' •-; ; - A 'iEii ~\GE-oYF-tliH:~-c~-Fc·fi-N+fDfis·-.-, F1 O.J) 
< " 2 5 3 7 2 C F ~ ~ :-! A I ( ' ' , ' A 'I E 11 A G f !H : : E R E [; C E F G ~ iH· 2 D A Y S ' , F 1 0 • 3) 
2 5 ~ 7 3 c F c r- :1 .:'\ 1 ( ' t , I A v E !; 1\ :; E ~ !. F ( E Ii E :~ c E F c.; f. N + ) D.\ y s ' I F i u. 3) 
2 5 S ---- 7 ~ J :f. C t;:; A l { ' -- i ; i - - A V .i:: :: A G E ~.:: f E Ii :: ~iCE - F C R ~ + 4 -·r; A Y S i ~ .F 1 0 -~-) f 
• • 256 75J FC rn /\I(' ',' AV:: i' AGE' ClffEi:CE ~~ CE fOR N+S ::JAYS ',F10.3) ... 2~7 780 FGR~Al ('-', 'Tiii.S IS F(Jl\ IHE SELL Sl::C_T_I=-0-~_'...:..) _____________________ . 
c 
2 sx---- - w ~~ ITi To·;· a 2 J) 
259 820 FC~~A1('-','1Ef ~AliC u~ 3ULCESSES') 
·, 260 Jl=JT lul 
' . 2 6-,- -------ti r I 'i E ( u , 8 J j "f - -i c f~ 1 ,J i~ Tc 1~1--,-J 1- --- --· 
,,; 262 i; !HIE lO, (! ~0) IC2.:iT ,J'I ,l~~B'l ,J'I 
•• 2SJ "A ? :l:.: {0,c SJ) IC2.S1,J'I,IC)!3! ,Jl 
; · --- 2ii4 ______ iH r r2 (a , ·a o 0) ·-· !c-2 sT, j 'I, i c 4 :3 'I, J 1- - - - ----- ---- -----------
265 ~ J IIE(6,87J) 1CSST,JI,IC53l,Jl 
______ ?66 ---~ 3 0 _ _ ? CR~ ~I (~-- : .'tG _-:_1 ____ ?ELL _.S !JCC =_• • I 2 1 ~./',I 2 c ' ___ 9 U Y. SUC C=:' _ ,~ 2 , _1./_' __ ,_I ~} ______ _ 
267 B~C FCl-<.~A'I(' LAG=2 S_ELL 5uC<..= ',I2, 1 / 1 ,12,' BUY Si.JCC"=•,r2,'/',I2) 
268 850 FC~~AI(' ~~~=J SE~L 3UCC=',I2,'/',I2,' BilY SUCC= 1 ,I~,'/',I2) 
269 26C FC ~:1AI{' LAG=4 SEll SJCC=',I2,'/',I2,' LUY ~UCC=',l2,'/',I2) 
----=-210--a7 ·C--Fc~fM"~'i (,--~A~;-5 --s-Ei1 slice-;•-, i 2~-,]-. -~-fi~ -. --·-au-'i--sticc-.,; -, - ~ -f~~-~/1;t -2) 
r . ·4 2 7 1 s '! o P 
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._SJ..(.j! ______ __ _ - -·······-· ··- -- - - - - -------------------------:---------
( PROG~A~ ~A~E PF~ECGE 
C THIS P~OGRA~ HEDGES ~~E~ NORM~LS PF SIGNALS TC SELL, If THE 
·- ~ _____ C __ fASlS IS "OT_NARRCwl"G· THE CCNTRACTS ARE BCUGtlL_-B_ACJ( _WHEN_ _________ _ 
C euv SIGNALS ARE GE~ERATED • 
c . ' : ' 
- l _ --- D I MENS I C N I DATE I 400 I , HIGH I 4 0 0 I , l C a (It 0 0 J , CASH ( 11 0 5 J t I BUY (50) t .. ___ _ __ _ _ ____ __ _ _ . 
*ISELLI50),CASSSS(400J,HEOPRIC400) 
2 C~ARACTER * ~ INAM£ •• 
' _ ____ _] _____ _ . REAL t-:IGH,LCW,M __ - .. - _ _ _ ·- _ ___ _ .. ·· - · . _ . - -----·---- - --- ---·-· 
·'' 4 DATA SUMltH 1 SUM28T,SUM3BT 1 SUM4BT,SUM5BT,CASHSTib*O.O/ 
• : ~~ : 5 DATA SU~lST,SU~2ST,SUi'13ST,SUM'tST,SUM5ST,CASHTT 1 CASHBT/7*0•0/ 
, ,z· 6 DAT~ _ IC18T 1 1C2BT_1 1C38T,IC48T,IC58T,JTTOT/6*0l 
!": 1 CATA 1ClST 1 IC2ST,IC3ST 1 lC4ST,lC5ST 1 lCNTT/6*0/ 
• ,., 8 R E A 0 ( 5 , 1 J M 1 L 
,,: ''l 9 1 F C R MAT ( F 3 • 2 1 12 _ 1 ·• 10 DC 1000 llll•l,'-5::-----------------~-- -------- · · · · ------ ------- -·----· 
• ,., 11 1=0 
---~l~ ______ lf ( I l J l.·G-~..!.l_J ___ GG TC 34'--'-7 ____________ _ -----·- ----- ·--
13 f1TOTAL•O . :-: 14 CATOT•O 
___ __ .l~-- -- ___ _ . . SUC•O __ .. --- - -----
16 347 HEOSUM•O 
• 17 FUTPRI•O 






,. · Zit c; _~~ ~u-~-=-·-=-o __________ _ 
~;.:;;;o·'-; ... . ,. 26 CAS.,S•O 
21 CASHT•O 
__ ___.28 ICOUNT•l-------------- - ··--
• 29 JI<•O 
- - - · -~Q _ ____ _  JJ•O 
31 IFlAG·S;-0-- - -- .- -
• 32 lfLAG8•1 
33 XTOP=~999 
- - - - ---- - ·--- -- --· ··- · · - . 
- -- ---3-~------ - - -0 BOT= 0 . - ---- ---- ----- ---- -- - ----- ---------- - -- - ---- ~- - --. --- --·-- -- - --
• ·· 35 READt5,2J lSTA~T,I~Afi'E 
36 2 FCtlMAT_! [_~-1~.1. ~-~) 
37 REACt5,3,ENO•S97J~I~O~A~T~E~(7l~J-,~H~I~G~H~(~1~J-,~l·~O~w~C~l~J~.~C~A~S~H~Cl~J--------------~-----------. ... 38 CASHT•CAS~IlJ 
39 3 FOR~!I(~1 2F10~1~C=X~•~F~l~0~·~6~)~--------------------------------------------
~ · ItO 1=1+1 
• .,, 41 10 I= I+ 1 
. :. i 
·.' 
______ 4?.__ _ __ R EACC 5, 3, END•S9 I I CAT EC 1 I ,HIGH (1 I, LOW( I J ,CASH( IJ __ 
43 ICC~NT=ICOUNT+l - . . - - . -- ------ ·- --- -- --- - - . --------- .-
• 44 CASHT=CASMT+CASf1(1J 
____ ~5 IFCHIGHCia.GT.CHIGHCU•MJ.ANO.LCw(I).GE.ILC!!.I1J-MJI GO TO 15 ____ __ ____ _ 
46 iFCiiiGt-(I).LE.UilGh(U+M).AND.lOkU).LT.Cl0._(1J-MU GO TC 17 .• lt1 GC TO 10 
48 15 X=LCk(lJ+M 
--- 49 16 If( X+M.GT .HIG~TfT) "" Ci•t" Ttl 20 
• 50 X=X+M 
___ 5_1 _lfl X.GT •. XTO~ -~~NQ. l~J .. AGS .~Q~ lt_G_O .._Ig_ __ ,O,.__ __ _ 
52 GC TC 1~ 
53 17 O=HIGH(l)-M • 
. '. 












18 IFCC-~.tT.lC~(IJ) GC TO 30 - - -G=G-M ------ . ·-· - ---- -- - ·---------------- ----------
lf(O.lT.OBOT.ANO.IflA~S.E~.l) GC TO 45 
. GC TO 18 c:·--- -· . --- ---c R fAT I N·G- -X. s -------- -- -- -- -- - ·- - - - ---- -------- .... 
c 
58 .20 1•1+1 
---:59 lfli.-GT-. TSTARTJ GC;;;--::T=-::C;:--:;9~9~-------------------------· 
60 REACC5,J,EN0=99J ICATE(I),HIGHCIJ,lOWClJ,CASHIIJ 
61 JCOuNT= ICOUNT+l 
' ,~---...:::.62 . CASHT=CASHT+CA.SH.( 1 j 
63 lf(HIG~(l).GE.CM+X)J GO TO 16 
64 IFCLC~CI)+(M*LJ.GE.HIGHCI-1)) GO TO 20 ----65 ·xTGP=x ·· - - -- - -.. · ---- ---- -·--- - --·- - -----· 
66 C•XTOP-M 
,,, 67 GC TO 18 
- --· --- -, --- - ·- -- -·· -··· ·c R E-A·r ·i NG·c • S 
• ,. c 
! ,,: 6 8 3 0 I a I + 1 
; ... ----6~9=------==--=----...;1 FiT. G T. [ s·T ART J GO T 0 99 
• iM 70 REA0(5,3,ENO=S9) ICATECU,"tHGHIIJ,LOWIIJ,CASHliJ 
:1,_ 71 ICOUt'IIT=ICCUNT+l 
. ~~.----::7'="=2~-----:C-ASHT-=CASHT +C-iS;..;.H-;-;;(,...1"1:-----------------------------· 
73 lf(lGh(lJ.LE.CC-MJJ GO TO 18 
74 IFCHIG~(IJ.lE.ClO~CJ-lJ+CM•LJ)) GO TO lO 
------75----- -- - -- oeor=c ----------- --
• I' 76 X=OBOT+M 
71 GC TC U: -, -------·--·· 
C BUY SECTION 
c 
18 40 - -IflAGSaO 
79 IFLAGB•l 
80 JJ=JJ+l - - -·ar- ---,.M,..:ao - - - - --~ - - ------------- -------'"-------------
~ l• 82 WETPRI•O 
l< 83 ' kETPRJakETPRl+(CAS ... ([)+fUTPRIJ 
---84 l.ETPRI;~flPR l~-ClHIGHlTf+Cc"k .. C ~I 7J...-J-./=2-.=o...-l--------------------
85 ~ETPRI=~ETPRI-.01 
86 MMMzl 
- --87 ~ETPRl~hETPRI-·C tMf'M-fMH-lJ )/360.C*R•.075*FUTPRII -- - - -- -----
88 LLzlL+l 
89 f:f+l - - -· 90 . HEOPR I ( ll) =WETP~i --- - --- --- - ------- ----------·--
~ .. 91 hEOSU~=~EOSU~+WEJP~l 
92 A~E~EO=~EOSUM/F 
- - -- -93 CASHRE=TCASH+CTCASM*R*Cfi!,...,-(MM-lJ J/360 .. 01 
94 CASSUM=CASSUM+CASHRE 
_ ___ _ 95 . _____ _ _  CASSSS ( LL )=CAStiRE . ----·-- __ __ _ ___ - - --· _ _ .. __ _ _ _ _ ·- - -- - - - __ _ ..... __ 
96 C~SHRfaQ 





' __;._ _ 98 I BU't ( JJ. = "------------"--------------------------
99 GC TC lt 
e ., c 
"· C _$E_l _L __ S_f.tT I~O.u.h ___________________ _ 
c 
_, "' 100 45 IFC I.lE.6) GO TO 18 
--~101__ __ ___ _ BASIS•O 
1 o2 dAsr s= Bis .Is+C'c H'i<i'Hct="6J +·ti-ic-H'( 1 ~5, +H-IGH c"f.:.-4-,-+L-ow, f:.b-, +-.:.-t-f.J, 1-= s ,-- -- -
• •+LO~Cl-4J-CASHC1-6)-CASHCI-5J-CASH(l-4J-CASh(I-6J-CASHCI-5)-
---- - -- -- - - -- -- -- - - --- -- -- --- - - - -- - ---- -- · -- --- . - --
,_ 
....,.' ~------- _ .*CAS~( J-'tJ J/6.CL 
103 CUReAS=O 
104 CUREAS=CURBAS+(((~IGH(I)+LCwllJJ/2.0J-CA~H(lJJ 
__ ___....__10-5 ______ _ MPII=O __ _ _ _ -- - -- -- ---- ----·- -----
106 M,_.•l 
107 TCASHsCASHCIJ 
I ~---108 __ ____ IF c eAs IS.GT.CURSAS) _Go __ IO __ sa --- - - - ----
: i 1 09 G C T 0 18 
,- 110 50 I FLAGB•O 
~--111 _ ____ ___ lfLAGS•l_ _ __ ___ _ ------ - - -- -------
1" 1 112 JK•JK +1 
113 ISELL(J~J•I I 1 ~ ' I i 
I : 
! ~ 1 i 114 FUTPRl=(HlGHCIJ+LC~(lj)/2.00~---------------------------5 Gt -rc 1e ___ __ _ __ _ ___ _ 
:'4; c 
; "' I c 
~ ~~----___;c~:__ ___ _ 
i, ; c 
·---- -- --- --
THIS PART ~ILL PRINT OUT THE OATES fOR BUY AND SEll SIGNALS 
------::---:---'~---- - -- --- --- .--- ----- - .. -- -
116 99 ~RITE(6,52)1NAME,J,ISTART 




---il9 -55 ____ FCRMATC '0 HEDGE- DAlE CANCEl- HECGE- NET -PRICE CASH VALUE') - - -- - -----· ---------
120 JT•JJ 
121 lf(LL.GT.OJ GG TO 555 
- -- -- -122 ---4 S 5- -WRITE ( 6, 3 56 f -- --- -- - . -- --- --- - - - - ·----- ---- ----
123 356 FCRMAT('l't' THERE WERE NO HEDGES PlACED ~ITH THIS CONTRACT') 
124 GC TO 651 __ __...;:::12--=s~----5 55 tc N"TT"~u;-:-1 e=------------------------
126 DC 65 18S 2 lrll 
___ ___;&~L~ 7·-~~-"~ilcio,c~l l~CLLll~~JrJ~UYl!~~J,H~U~K!lJSSI•CA~SSSCIBSJ 12 8 62 FORM-A'(( .--- •·;5X,i4 ~4)(; 14, Iox;·F-i c;4~ 4X~FfO~It ,-- - -----·- ------ - - -- - ---------:--
129 65 CONTINLE 
130 651 CCNTIN~E __ _..;:fjf - - --- -- --·cASH A V = CA St:t'f/ C -fCCUN_T_)_ --· - ----------·-- ·-- -- -- -- - - -.. --- -
132 wRITE(6,67) CAS~AV 






lf(JT.LE.OJ GC TO 888~----------------------- ----------------·------
0C 80 MR=f;JT 
__ -. -; 
... 137 IflHEDPRIU4R).GT.CASSSSU4RJ) ICSiaiCSI+l ··' 








FORM-AT (,---;::e OG-i ~;G SUCCa • ,12, • I • ,J2J 




----- . ... _ _ c;__ . 
HTOTAL=~TOTAL•hEOSUM 
CATOT=C~TOT+CASSUM 




1 "----.~i-49 - ---- - - C ~ Stt T laC A SHTT +c~~S-:-::H-:A:-:-V:----------------------
,,. 150 1000 CCNTlNUE 
--------3C._____ .5 - Y-EiR T C TAl S 
151 C.ASHTA=CASHTT/5. 







. ~CRMATC 1 1 1 ,J/,• •,•o~ERALL PRICE _AVERAGE 1 ,flO.J,lOX,F4.2t5X,Il) 
156 ~~ITE(6 1 820J 
• ____ _ J.57 __ e~_o. ___ FCRMAT' •_- •, • TtiE _ R_AT 1 c _ pf_Successes• ,__ _ __ ___________ _________ _ 
158 Jl=JTTCT ,. 159 MRITEC6 1 830) IClST,JT 
~~~1~~~~----~RIJECb,~l,JtEAV~~AJ~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
lt:l 315 FORMAl( 'l' ,• AVE hEuGE = 1 1 f8.3 1 1 AVE CASH. a 1 ,F8.3J 
162 830 FCRMAT( 1 HECGING SUCC= 1 ,13,'/ 1 ,13J 
" 163 GOOOaC 
----~164 GCOD~SUC/JTTOT 
165 RPITEC~,314)GCCD 














. )I · 
----- .. -- ----- ------- ---_ ·; 









' , __ OA..U_ fH., I;:ClL__S_E_PJ l~12_' 1_~ __ 2_l7_ _ __________ ___ _ ______________ ________ ______ ____ ______ __ --. 
HEDGE DATE CANCEL ~EDGE NET PRICE CASH ~ALUE 
l7 2c; . - -- --- - ---- 8.13 3b 8.0875 
ll 41 8.C6S9 7.869~ 
57 100 7.4371 7.5097 
133 178 5.C_~71 5.4364.:_ _____________ _ 
I,', 
& CONTRACT CASH PRICE AVERAGE f.221 
I t : 
------------------- --------------------------------
.. THE RATIO Of SUCCESSES 
_ }:tE OG I NG __ SuCC• 2/ 4 ----------- - ---- ----------- -·. - ------------------- ------ - -- . 
- ~ ' 















----------------------~--------.... . ~~, ~------------------~--~---------------------------
,I: , .. : ~; ' 






C PRCGRA~ .f\A.'~E tr.~~ 
C THJS P~OGi<.AM USES ~CVING AVERAGES JUST lli<E PR~4;RAM '"'fCM'+-···----- ---
C EXCt:?T T~AT INSTEAC CF LJ,>I£:ARLY WElGt-TING A MCVING AVERAGE, 
C Tt··ERE IS A 'Pf:NFTPATJCN' RC~l;IREMENT 1 CALLED 'tlE~'. 
--- ....... ( .. _ __  - - .. -- -- ----- -- --- . -. - .. - ---- . . ...... - · - -- -. --- --- ... .. -------------
1 DI~fNSIO~ MAC;) r1CATE(4CO),CLCSE(400),CA5H(400J,~CVAVE(400,5), 
•ISELLC400),1BUY(4C0) . . 
R £ .AL. MO\IA \l.£__ -------- __ _ __ - - - ------- - ___ __ __ _ I .. - .... .. 2 . ·-- ·-- .. 
c 
C FI~ST READ I~ THE ~U~BER Of MCVJ~G AvERAGES l~AT THEPE ARE. 
: _______ (. -- ----- .... --- -·· - - -- ---- - - ---- . -- - --- - --- . -- -· -- -- ------ -
3 READI5,1J ~U~P'A,JST~RT,IE~C,I~EAP.PfN 
4 1 FCRMAT(Il,lX,I4,1X,I4,2A,l2,2X,F5.3) 
---------__ __ ____ ___ ( -- - . --~ --- - ·- - ----·. . . . . ·-- ·-- --~----- - -~ --~--- - · - -· ·- ··----
( THEN ENTER IN WHAT lENGTt- YOU ~ANT Tt-E MOVING A~EkAGES 
C USE 12 F~R~AT ~ITt CNE SPACE SEPARATING T~E FCH~ATS 
---·· -~- - --· c -- ·- -- - -- -- -··· ----·- --- - -- --- - ·-· .. ·---- --- ----- ------- --- -






CASHSM-=0 - ---- -- -- --- -· -- -- -- ---- -- ---·· -- --- -- - ----- -- - - --
( ASHB.aO 
CASHS=O 









IFC~U~~A.EQ.3J GC TC 1000 
THIS lS IHE SECJICN fCR T~C ."'4CVlNG AVERAGES. -- ---- - .. - --
tsu 
I =lt-1 ------ - - - -- --- --- ---
IFf l.EC.f IE"D+l)) GC TO lOC 
READ( 5,3,END=l00) IC~TEC I ),CLCSEC I),CASHI I) 
-- - - 15 ..... 
16 
lf( I.NE.ICATEt I J l GC TC 1!. - - - ... -- --- - --------· - - -- - - -- ·--- ---~--- ·- -- ----------
IFCJ.LT.ft'A(l)) GOTC 10 
17 
18 -,.. . 
19 
CALL ~ASUB(CLCSE,~ACl),I,SUMJ 
~CVAVE( It U-=SUM ----- ----- --- -- -
IFCI.LT.ft'.A(2)J GC TC 10 









GC 10 10 
CALL CATECJ,ClCSEt 
GC TO lC - ------ - ---- -- -·-
C THIS SECTICN IS fCR T~REE MO~ING AVERAGES. 
c ---- ... ----- .. . -- --- ----- - . - -- ... 
25 1000 1-=0 
26 20 1=1+1 
27 IF(I.Ec;.~IEND+l)J .CC IC lCC --- ·· · ----- ---- -·· -----·-· 
28 RFAD(5,3,EN1=100) IC~l[(J),CLCSECIJ,CASH(IJ 
29 IF(I.,..E.IOATfCJJ) GC TU 21 
. . 30 IF ( [ .l T. ~A { U ) GC 1C 2C 
31 C~ll MASUB(CLCSE,ft'A(l),I,SUMJ 
3.2 M C V A V E ( I , 1 ) = S U M 
33 - IfCI.LT.I'IA(2JJ GO TC 20 ---- .·· 
34 CAll ~~SUP(ClCSEr~~C2J,t,SUMl 
35 ,..CVAVECI,2J=SU,. 
-- 36 J f ( I • L T • Jll A ( 3 } ) GO T C 2 0 - - -
37 CAll ~ASUAICLCSE,,.AC3JilrSUM) 
- ·; 
38 MCVAVE(I,3)=SU~_. _______ __________________________________________________________ _ 




21 CALL CATE(J,CLCSEJ 
GC .TO 2C 
C----- -· -· --- ···--- ------- ----- - ·---- - -- -- --- --- ·--- ··· .. ___ -- - --- ---- - ·----- ------- ··- -- --··-- - - - - ----·- -- --- - -- --- . 
3 FCRMAT(l4 1 20X,2F10.t) 
c 
? . 
~3 - ·· 100- .- .U:NTlf\UE------- ---'---·- ··-- --··----- ---- -- - -- ---- - ----·- - - --- - - -
C 
C T~E OVER ~LL CAS~ AVERAGC 
- · 44 l= (Jfl\tO+lJ-tST,RT-- - -- --- -----·--- - ···---- -- · 
45 DC 104 IC=IST~RT,IE~C 
46 104 CAS~S~=CASHS~+CASHCIC) 
-- - -- -- 41 - · - - -- - -- C.ASI-:A \r=CASHSJot/L 
c 





. - 4-- -- -- ·- --- -- -44=0... ---- --------- - - - -----
50 lf(~U~MA.EQ.3J GO TC 99 
51 ~M=lSTAPT-1 
- -- 52 - -- - ·- - - If { MC\IA \IE( ~M ~1.). .• GT .J.!.t\IAV.f( ~J1!,2l ). .. GO- -10 - l.C~---------· ---------
53 105 ~~=~M+l 
54 I F ( Ft M • E C • C I E ~ D + 1) J G C T 0 2 C 0 
· -- 55 IF(MO\IA\IE(MM,U.GT.{fiCVAVE(Mfot,2)+PEr\l) GG TO 110- --·--·--- - -
56 GO TO 105 
57 110 JJ=JJ+l 
·· --- ·-- - 5.8-- ----l euv' J.J.J :mt-______ _ . c 
C SELL SECT1Ct\ 
- · - ---- --. , ____ -·--- --·- - - - - --·- ---·---·- -- ·-·-·--·- ·--- - --- -- - - - ---
59 102 M~=~M+l 
60 lf(~M.EC.(IEND+1Jl GC TO 200 
--·- -- - . 61 - . . ---- - - IFCMOVA\IE(~M.l).ll.t~CVAVI:IMM,~~-.-t:I\J 1 ~~ - IU. - ~~~- - - --
62 GC TO 102 
t3 115 JK=JK+l 
. - - -- ·-- - 64 I SEll (JK l =~M :_ ________ ·····- --- ·· - . - .... ---·· . .. 










'--- ·T t-:lS IS .FOJL THR£E .. MCV lt\G AVERAGES --· - ·- - ·· - -- . -- - -· 
c 
99 ~~=ISTART-0 
IF ( MO \1 AVE l M M, 1 J. GT • , _( VAV E ( I"~, 2 J. AND. MO \1 A \1 E ( "M • 2) • C T - - -- - ·-- - - - - - . - . - -·-·· ·--- -- ·- - -· ----. 
*MCVAVEC,,,3)) GC TC 130 
120 , .. :~M+l 
IF(M~.EI;.(lEt\C+l)) GC - TO 2CO - - -- - - ----··----- . 
IFC~GVAVECM~,lJ.GT.,CVAV[(I"~,2).ANO.MCVAVE(""•2).GT. 
*MCVAVE(,~,3)) GC TC 125 
GC TO 120 - - -
125 JJ=JJ+l 
18\.JY(JJ)a,.,M 
C SEll SECT IC~ - - - -- -- - · -- ------ .,- - - ·- - -.· - -· ··· .. -- ······- ·· ·--·- - ----· --· - ·· ---------- -- ·- - ----- -- -- - · 
74 130 ~~=~~+l 
75 Jf(~M.EC.IIEt\C+l)J GC TO 2CC 







*~CVAVEC~~,3)) GC TC 135 
GC TO 130 
JK=JK+l ·-- -- -- - - -·----·--·-- - ----···- - --- - ··- -·- ----- -
ISELL(JK)="M 
GC TO 120 
200 aR I TE ( 6.111) ~A ( U ,,_A (2 J, ~'lilAC J) ,I YE A~,PEN - -- ------- ·· - ·- ·----- -- --- --
C THIS PART ~ILL PRI~T CUT ThE CtTES FOR d~Y Af\0 SELL 
82 111 FCRMAll'l ~CVING A"ERi1GfS A~E',214,2X,I2,• YEAR= 1 ,12, 1 Pfi\= 1 ,F5.3) 
_ _ ..ga . 1. _ _ __ w.Rl r e (.6 ....... 1-~,~z-4-a----------
- 84 137 FCRMAT(' 8UY CATE CASH ~AlUE SELL DATE CASH 'VALliE') 85 Jl=JJ 
86 lfCJ.J.LT.J.K) JT=JK-- - ----- - - - ·----·--· - - - - - --- -·--- - -----·· 
87 DC 145 IBS=l 1 JT 
89 ftRITEC6 1 140) 
89 140 FCRMAT( I 'l --- --·- - - -· ·--- - ·· --------- - · · ------ ------ ----- -- - - --- ~0 IFCIBS.GT.JJ) GC TC 142 ~1 C~SHB=CAS~3+CAS~(l8UY(IRSJJ 
.' ·- ---- 92 -- l.iRI TE C6 ,14111 euv ( IeS J,CASI-:C I8t.:Y( lB.SJ.~-----------
·: 93 141 FC~I-'ATI 1 + 1 ,SX,[4,4X,fl0.6J 
~ 94 142 IFCIBS.GT.JK) GC TC 145 
" : - - -- .. -- 95 -- --- - - C AS!-:S=C ASHS +CAS~ (I SEll (I t3S) l 
~ . 96 w R I T E ( 6 , 1 4 3 J l S E L l C I e S ) , C A S H ( I S E l L ( I 8 S ) I 
. 97 143 fCRMAT( 1 + 1 1 28X,I4,4X 1 FtO.t) 
-I 
-'· 
·.· __ 98 . ---145 ·- CCNTif\Uf . . __ ..__ __ , ____ __ ___ __ _ 
99 ftKlTE(6,222tCASH8 1 CASHS 
100 222 FC~MAT(10X,' CASHBU,S=',f10.6,' CASHSALES••,F10.fJ 
101 C~St:BA - =CAS~B/JJ .. --- ·- - -~ ·- · · - - ___ ___ .. - - -- ---~-- -- ------------- -------- ------
102 CASHSA~CASHS/JK 
103 WRITE(6 1 150) CASHA~ 
=·_ .. .: __ l.o(a. __ ...J_SQ ___ _ FO.RMAJ t •o ~, • O\IERALL CASH PRICE A~fRAGf _•,FUl .. 6.__ _ __ _ 
c 
105 WRITE(6 1 155) C~SHBA,C~SHSA 
106 _ ~55 ___ fC.1MATl'O'~'CASH PRICE AVERAGfS __ ..... BUY ... OATf..S',.f10.6t~ -- - · SELL .. .DATES... 
*',FlO.~) 
c 
1' .. __ _ _ __ -- ______ .c. . -------·- ----· -·---- -·- __ ___ ___ _ __ .. ~ ·------------- ----·----· · - · - .. ·--- - -· 
:· 107 WRITE(6,160) 
108 160 FCRMAT(•-•,•ThiS IS FCR THE B~Y SECTICN 1 J 
·· .. -- ----109 __ __ __ ___ oc. 162. ~1\=1. s ________ .. 
110 162 REAC(5,lc3J CAS~CIE~V+MN) 
111 163 FCR~Al(34~,f10.6) 
'· -- ·- . 1.12 -- ·-·- .. _ _ . .c.All . 0 IfF{ IBU'f ,CASh,J.JL.- -- --- - ---- - ·- --- - -- ------·-- - ·-- ---·- -- ------
~ c 
{- c 
l-\ -- 113 ------- - .liiiH TE .6.16-Sl -- --- ·--- -- ·-- - -- .. _ __ _  ---- · 
r 114 165 f(qMAT(•-•,•T~IS IS FCR ThE SELL SECTION') 
115 CALL CIFF(ISELl,CASh,JK) . I 
.. e-.. . ----- - .· 
C THJS SECliCN wiLL FI"C THE PATIO OF SUCCESSES ·; 
116 11-=0 
·· _ __ ._ 117 ... -- __ ... oc 311 -1-1=1-. 5--- - ------------ - - ·- - ----- - - --- ·----- - -------· 
118 ICNT2•0 
119 1CNTl=O 
120 .. 00 310 fi'-S.lllil,JK - -·- --- ·- ·- -- -- ... -- - ------- ---------- -- ----
121 IF(CASH(ISEll(MS)).GT.~ASH(lSELL(MSJ+IIJl lCNTl=IC~T1+1 
122 310 CCNTI NUE 
123 DC 320 ~R=l • .JJ - -· -· - - ·--·· -- - -----·-- -- - .. ----- -- -- - ----------
124 IF (CAS ... ( I Bll Y (~Btl .LT. CASH.( -I BUY f ·M 8 J+ I l I ) IC "T 2= 1 C NT 2-+1 
125 320 CONTINLE 
' --~· - l2o - WP I TE (6, 330 H t.ICNT l,JK,I C~ T -2 ,JJ --- ---- -- ·- - ------ - --- .. _ _ .... --- -- - -· -- -- ----- --- --- - --
127 311 CCNTINUE 
123 
129 
--- - 130 
c 
330 fCP~ATC' - •~3X-.'lA(;.a 1 -.ll,2X,'SELl SUC~',(2,'1-',12,3X,•BUY ,_, ___ ......:._ _ __ _ 
*'SUCC= 1 ,12,'/',12) 
174 STOP 
END --·---.. ----··- - -- -- ---- -- -
131 SUBPOLTINE DIFFCIDIFF.CASH,I) 
-" - ·----1. 32-------D-1 ~ENS I ( N- l 0 I f.f.' 2 C C ) w-CA SH ( 4 0{) )-_______ -------- ------------
' ,..~ - -- --4- ·- --- ------ _,.. ___ -- ------ - --- ---------- - ------- -- --------- - -·· - --- ----- --- ------· -- - ---·- -- .. ~ -- ---- . ----- ----- - . -- -- --- - - --- . . ---- - - --- -· -··· ·- --- -···· - ---
133 SU~l=O 
134 SU~2=0 
. ~- -- -- - 135 Sl.~ 3= 0 -- ------ ----- --- ·- -- --- ·- - --- ---------·- ----- - - ---- _ _  .. _ _ _ ---- -- ----- ---- - -- ---·--.·-- -.. - ·._ ..__  _;_ __ .. _ 
i . : 1 3 6 S ~M 4= 0 
137 S~M5=0 
;t:_ _ __ 138- - - - --- -.OC 5 J=l•1- -- ---- -·- - --- -- ·- ------- ------ ---·-- -- - .. 
/': 
· ! : 139 SUM 1 = S U"' 1 + ( C £\ S H ( I C I f F ( J ) .. U ) - C A S t- (1 D IF F l J J J 
~ ; 140 SU~2=Su"'2+CCASH(I01ff(Jl~2))-CASt-flDffF(J)J 
! ; ' 141 - ----- ... - - Sl.Jwi};SU~3 +C CASH (I C lfF'J I+ 3) I-CAS,_, (I 0 I FF(JJ J - ·- - --- -- - ·-· .. ·--- - --·- - ------
j " :· - 14 2 S U r-14 = S L r-14 • ( C A 51- ( 1 0 1 f F ( J ) + 4 J ) - CASH ( l C t f f ( J ) J 
' i": 143 SUN5=SUM5+(CASt-(10lfF(J)~5)1-CASH(IOtfF(J)) 
J:: ..--: ---- ,l44 .. ___ ; _ _ __ C£NT IN~E----- ---·---. 
· - 145 AVL=Sut-11/1 











(.- - --- 147 .. - --~--- - - - -AV3=SUM3/I.-----.. ---- -- ·-·- ---- --- - -- - -- - -- ·- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - .. 
:. 148 AV4=SU~4/I 
149 AV5=SU~5/I 
... __ _ _ ---~50---_-_ ______ __ J.f• IT E ( 6 , 10 lA ~ 1---- .. - ----·--·---
:" . 151 \oiR IT E ( 6, 15 J A ~2 
1 52 ~ R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 ) A 'V 3 
... 153. . -- --- lllRITE(6,25lA\t4 __ _ . -· -- - - - -
154 ~RITE(6 1 30)AY5 
·' 155 10 FCRMAT(' 1 ,' AVERAGE DIFFEPEf\CE FCR r\+1 CAYS ',Fl0.6) 
··- - -- 156._ . l5 --FOR:'-1AT(' '•' AVERAGE D1FFEREJ\CE fOR N+2 CAYS ' 1 fl0.6l. 
! )fJ . 
.. 
3ol 
157 20 FORMAT(' •,• A~EPAGE DlFFEPE~CE FOR N+3 CAYS 1 ,Fl0.6J 
158 25 FORMAT(• •,• A~ER~GE CIFFERE~CE FOR N+4 CAYS •,Fl0.6J 
159. ___ JQ ____ - fGRMATL' __ • .... ~ .. .A\IERAGE DIFfEREI\CE .FOR N+S CA'rS '•fl0.6J _____ ._ 
160 RETURN 

















DC 15 .lJ=li.l-- - - ·-- - - - - - ·---- -- ·- ---- ------ ---
SUM=SU~+CLCSE(IJJ 
St;~=SUM/Kt< 
. ___ _ _____ REJURf\ -- - -- -·- __ __ .. __ ___ - ----- ---- - - - --··· - --- --·--- --- - -- -- -- - - -.. -- ---- -- ·--- - ------- ·- -·---5 
El\0 
-- 112 -- --- - - - SUBROt, llt\E CATE ( I,ClC.SEl - -- --- - -- ·-- - --·---· - - - ·--- - - - ·- -- -- ----- -- .. --
113 DI~ENSICN CLOSE(40C) 
174 REAC(5,7)JOATES 
175 .. .. -- - - . J-= I OA l ES .. - --- - -- --- ------ -- -- . 
176 5 J=J+1 
177 READC5,~)CLOSE(JJ 
178 . lFCJ.LT.li-lll GC TCS 
179 1-= I -1 
180 1 FCRMATCI4) 








MOVING AVER~GES ARE 3 10 20 VEAR=75 PE~=O.COO 
BUY DATE CAS~ VALUE SELL CATE CASH ~ALUE 
108 .. -··- --- 7.28CCOC - - - . 1.'32 8.3CCOCO 
232 5.512~0C 257 5.~250CO 
280 5.22250C 2E7 5.1C75CO 
!'-: - ----298 -- .- 5.120000 .- 348 5.'t75000 .. -· - -- - - -
;' CASHBUVS: 23.134990 · CASH~ALES= 24.507470 . ;., 
OVERAll. CASH. P~ ICE . AVERAGE ----6.323~~~ -- --- -- - ·---·-- -- -----
l::i 
; . ~ . CASH PRICE AVERAGES BUY CATES 5.783749 SELL OATES 6.126869 
i •J!-. ______ .. ____ -
I ' ; •u: THIS IS FCR THE fUY 
~VER~GE OifFERE~Cf 





fC~ N+ 1 CAYS . -C .. 0725CO-- - ----·--------- ---- ---- ---·----
FC~ N+2 CAYS -C.019375 
FCP N+3 CAYS C.OC3750 
f(R_.!-J+4 !:AY S __ _ C.l20000-- - -- -
FOP ~+5 CAYS C.l79375 
---- ·---- - __ .. __ _ 
THIS IS FOR THE SELL SECTIGN 
AVERAGE DIFFERE~CE FCR N+l CAYS -C.05COCO 
··- --.. AVERAGE OlffEREl\C£ .. .FOP. .. N+Z - CAYS ... -C.0912~0 . - · - -.. - ------
AVERAGE OIFFERE~CE FC~ ~+3 CAYS -C.t00625 
AVERAGE OIFFERE~CE FCR N+4 CAYS -C.l037~0 
:·--- -- AV~~AGE .CIFFER£1\CE ... FCR N+S DAYS -(.335625. - -- -·-------------- ----
:' L AG= l s F I I <; I 'r. r = 4 I 4 e !_! 'V c: I I r r - :. ,' '· 
LAG=l SELL SUCC= 4/ 4 BUY SUCC= 3/ 4 
lAG=3 - SEl.l. SU.CC.: . 1/ .. ~ -- lW)' . S~CC: 31 4 - --
LAG=4 SEll SLCC= 3( 4 euv SUCC= 3/ 4 
LAG=5 . SELL SUCC= ~/ 4 euv SlCC= 3/ 4 
----- --·- . - - - --· ---- ---··- -------· · - -- - ---- ___ ,. __ ____ , _________ - - --- --
STATEMENTS EXECUTED: 247S7 
h - CORE USAG€ ---·--06JECT {;OOE-=--- - ~136 BYTES, AIH<~ V- AR EA=--- 16-012 8YTE S-. TCT At. --A~E/6-- -AVA ll..ABi.[: 
DIAGNOSTICS NUMBER CF EPRCPS= C, NU~UER Of ._ARNINGS= C, NU~BER CF EXTF.~S 
COMPILE TlME= 1.10 SEC.EXECUTlC~ TIME= 6.16 sec, 12.C3.18 TUESDAY 19 JA 
- - - -------
CSSTOP 
-------·- - ___ ... ____ - ·- · 
-- - - ------ -- ·-----····-------- - - - -- ·· - ---- - --- - -- -
_, __  --- -- - --- - -- - --
'· ' " 
~------------------------------------~· ·- - - ·------···- -- -·------- ----· 
